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Festival produces large numbers
·

...----------:

Department
- ~ - ofS~te .
awards
internship
by Shawn Neudauer
MANAGING EDITOR

Washington, D.C., may not be
as far as some of the places SCSU
junior Wade Sherman has traveled,
but this summer it may prove to be
the most exciting.
Sherman,
a resident

WADE SHERMAN

Above, thousands oJ people attend the Mississippi Music Fest n y
for the crowd.-They were among the eigM bands who played at the annual

J3ancfs ana sun create'
fun, but volunteers
really make ·annual
festival happen
by Tabitha Whissemore
$TAFF WRITER.

Sunday's Mississippi Music Fest drew
thousands of people in the mood for sun, fun,
. and music. For mally, though, the event was
about getting do'?lfl to business.
The volunt,¢'rs were the ones behind the
scenes, making sure things ran smoothly for
the annual event, which drew in more than
8.000 ·p0ople. Although they all agreed the
MMF was one of the most anticipated events
of the year, no one could deny that Sunday
was a very long day.
Things started at 5:30 a.m. for the staff,
when they met for a hearty breakfast before
tackling the job.
"We were all exci~ed, bµt some people

were.. a~ tittle-::'more hYi:,et than •othersP·-said ..
freshman Kim Bruemmer.
The group arrived at Riverside Park at
7 a.m. to ser up the booths and get the stage
ready.
·
_J3efore the vendors could begin selling
their mini-donuts or temporary tattoos, the
volunteers were busy putting things together.
Before the bands arrived, the volunteers made
sure everything was in working order.
By 11 a.m., everything was set for the first
band, Fade 2 Shade.
'To finally see it here is unreal," said MMF
Coordinator and junior Heather Bault. "I can't
believe it's here."
The volunteers took their spots at the
infonnation desk, on stage, driving the van,
and just supervising the event.
The major crisis of the day happened at
12:20 p.m. when one of the generators stopped
working between bands.
"It was scary," said technician and
sophomore· Cassandra Gallow. 'The show
can't go on without the equipment."

Go TO MUSIC, PAGE is•

MEChA, community honor strike anniversaty
by Julia Peterson
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

On May 1, 1995, Movimiento
Estudiantil Chicano de Azt13.n
presented 13 demands to the
university
and
then-interim
president Robert Bess. When they
were not met, MEChA began a
hunger strike on May 5, Cinco de
Mayo, which lasted for nine days.
The members who fasted were
met by community members who
supported them by providing water,
prayers and defending their cause.
The hunger strikers were also met
by community members who made

their suffering worse by writing Mexica ceremonial dancers from
dissenting letters and taunting then;i the Twin Cities and St. Cloud,
with food.
CClebrated with a Danza ceremony.
Their camp was roped off on the
Strong supporters of the hunger
open area between Centennial Hall strike expressed their gratitude to
and the Administrative Services those who fasted, and also thanked
building. On a small hill they built those who supported them.
an ·altar, in keeping with the
Walter Ochoa Reyes, M~ChA
traditional ways of the Mexica spokesman at the time of the strike,
people, one of the native nations of ericouraged those who attended the
Mexico.
cerem0ny to start talking less and
Thursday evening MEChA taking more action on campus.
members again bui It their altar in
SCSU alumnus Jerry L6pez,
the same place, and celebrated the MEChA member, said he thanks
third anniversary of the beginning ·everyone who supported the
of the hunger strike. The strikers in any way. He said future
Cuauhtemoc Danzantes, a group of generations are truly the reason for

the suffering of the hunger strikers
three years ago.
Junior Teresa Imholte, MEChA
co-chairwoman, and her husband
Dan Ogle stayed with the hunger
strikers three years ago and were
also at the anniversary celebration
Thursday. Imholte, who did not fast
because she was pregnant with her
eldest son at the time, also said the
children are the reason for
MEChA's
struggles.
"The
celebration was a reminder of what
we're capable of. We fought hard
and we need to continue to fight,"
Imholte said.

Go TO MECHA, PAGE 3•

Department
of State's Foreign Services
Institute. This is only the third time
in the last five years a student from
SCSU·has been chosen.
- "I was kind of shocked to get it,"
Shennan said. 'The things I read
said something like 3,0C>O people
apply for these positions. The day
the call came I was bouncing off.the
walls."
Sherman is an international
relations major and honor_student
who decided last fall to apply for
the state department's internship
opportunities.
"I went to Career Services last
fall and looked through some
infonnation for the Department of
State's internships," he said.
Shennan explained the state
department has many offices and
roughly 200 internships available
for all of them. Each applicant can
apply for positions within two of
the offices. He chose the Foreign
Services Institute and the Bureau of
Inter-American Affairs. The one he
received, the foreign service
division, has nine subdivisions and
he was selected to intern with the
office of Consular Affairs.
"Consular Affairs is the place
where people going overseas for
government service receive their
training," Sherman explained.
"Anyone going abroad, usually
Department of State employees,
needs to go through this training. I
will receive the same training they
do and then help train othe~."
He said ii is a major stepping
stone in a career as a government
employee, and the office he will
serve in sees two to five new
trainees each day.
Shennan also said this office is
responsible for issuing visas to
foreign nationals who wish to visit
the U.S.

Go TO INTERN, PAGE 5 •
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CAMPus & CoMMUNITY BRIEFS
Community
businesses work to
SUp{)<?rtarts
if,
Mayor Larry Meyer has declared
May United Arts Month for the City of St.
Cloud.
Several business owners i nd community
leaders hosted the kick-off of the United Arts
of Central Minnesota's 14th annual fundraising campaign.
This event took place last Thursday at
Herberger's Corporate Office.
' These host couples included Meyer and
his wife; Peg, SCSU President Bruce and
Kathryn Grube, Al and Connie Marcyes,
Gary and Jane Marsden and John and Naricy
Frobenius.
Volunteers will be contacting businesses
in St. Cloud throughout the month to raise

funds for the organization.
United Arts of Central Minnesota funds
nine community arts organizations and
provides funds to help with the cost of
various special projects, performances,
events and operations.
The organizations funded by° United Arts
include the Central Minnesota Children's
'Theater, the Chamber MUSic Society of St.
Cloud, County Steams Theatrical Company,
Minnesota Center Chorale, Quite Light
Opera Company, SL Cloud Community Arts
Council, St, Cloud Symphony Orchestra, lhe
St. John's Boys' Choir and the Troupe
Theatre.
Those interested in making finanCial
contributions can send them to United Arts of
Central Minnesota at P.O. Box 1212, St.
Cloud, MN 56302.
For more information about the United
Arts of Central Minnesota fund-raising
campaign, call 320-255-7160.

TONIGHT
Monday Night Live
Vic Volare is the featured
artist - the show starts at 1o
p.m. and is simulcast·on
KVSC 88.1 FM and UTVS
Channei 6.

TUESDAY
Cinco de Mayo
Celebrate this holiday of
the Mexican culture.

Dance Party
Boogie, jive, twist ... from 8
p.m. to 1O p.m. University
Programming Board's
Spotlight Committee is
.
hosting a dance party in the
Quarry. Call 255-2205 for
information.

South Afr(can Speaker
Ntsikie Biko, wife of Steve
Biko, will. be speaking at
12:30 p!m. in Kimberly A.
Ritsche Auditorium. If you
are interested in helping with
the cost, call Andile "Ace"
Mbeki al 255-2649 or
255-3256.

WEDNESDAY
Natural High Day
Between 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
there will be a plethora of
natural options on the
Atwood Mall to inspire
smiles.

Ethan Hawke
marries pregnant

UmaTounnan
Lilacs, cherry blossoms and
candles decorated the Cathedral of
St. John the Divine last Friday
night.
Actor Ethan Hawke, 27, married ,
his "Gattaca" co-star, actress Uma
Thunnan, 28.
Thurman is - pregnant with
Hawke's child - for the ceremony
she wore a plus-size Vera Wang
wedding gown.
This is Hawke's first marraige
and Thunnan's second. She was
previously married to actor Gary
Oldman.
The church where the couple

30

According to a United States
intelligence report, some of China's
long-range nuclear missiles are
pointed at 1argets in the U.S.
The report said 13 Chinese CSS
- four missiles are targeted al the
United States. These missiles have
a range of 8,000 miles.
White House officials said
China keep.s ils warheads in
storage.

In January 1968, St Cloud Police
were investigating a "shooting" on
campus.
A male walking by Atwood
Memorial Center was "shot" by two
males in a car. They leaped out and
fired. The passerby slumped over in
the snow - leaving bkxxi. The men
dragged the body to the car and put it
in the trunk.
A student who was involved
confessed this crime was a hoax.
Police and campus officials
continuing ·their investigation.

ANNOUNCEMENT

l!~

r·· Un/viiislty~(

Eight Beanie Babies were stolen from a
display case in front of Sports Cards in
Crossroads.
James Rinne reported the theft at 9:58
a.m. last Tuesday.
Rinne ~timated the eight Be.anie Babies
value to be approximately $7,700- or $960
each. He said the Beanie Babies were there at
9 p.m. when he closed the store the previous
night. When he opened the store the next
morning, he left for a moment, returned and
noticed the Beanie Babies were gone.

& WoRID BRIEFS

China's nuclear
missiles pointed
at United States

; Z,

YFAR5 AGO•••

To submit information for the
Due to the extended medical
events cale!")dar, mail it to
leave of one of Student Health
University Ch(onicle, 13 Stewart ..Services' physicians, they will be
Hall, St Cloud, MN 56301-4498.
providing extended care hours.
These hours are 4:30 p.m. to 6 p.m.
on Monday and Tuesday evenings.
News ..
. ..................3·5
These hours begin this week and
Commentary/ Opinion ..........8/9 continue until May 22.
Special Section · ........ ...... 10/ 11
For more information, call
Sports
.........13 Student Health Services at 255-3193,
Diversions .. ... . .. ................ I 5 or Linda Gans, associate director, at
Classifieds ......................... 18 255-4848.

Index

'The nine members voted unanimously
to accept Mankato at · the league's
annual meeting last Friday in Marco Island,
Florida.
There
was
speculation
several
schools wOUJd vote againsr expanding the
league- the unanimous vote was a surprise to
many.
The last team to join the league was the
University of Alaska-Anchorage in 1993-94.
The WCHA members have now placed a
moratorium on acceptance of applications

exchanged vows is said to be the
world's largest Gothic cathedral.
Thurman's next film role is
Victor Hugo's "Les Miserables."

INllisTORY...

beyond those in progress. It has been said the
. University of Nebraska-Omaha currently has
an apJ)lication being processed.
·

join WCHA conference Eight Beanie Babies
The Western Collegiate Hockey stolen from store at
Association will expand to 10 teams for the
1999-2000 season - Mankato State Crossroads Center
University has been accepted.

STATE, NATION

WHAT'S··

HAPPENING

Mankato State
University Mavericks .

This reduces the possibility of
acciden1al launch.
Bruce Blair, a nuclear weapons
specialist at the Blair Institute,
noted the U.S. could set Chinese
coordinates on the missiles faster
than China could place, a warhead
on a missile and launch it at U.S.
targets.,
Officials also
said
the
U.S. arsenal is much larger than
China's.
·
They report the United States
has 6,000 nuclear warheads and
China has 18 of the long range
weapons.
President Clinton is going to
Beijiing next month.
It has been said a Chinese
official wants the two nations to
pledge never to use nuclear
weapons against each other.

Doctors report
AIDS treatment
programs in
crisis
Government
assistance
programs ·for AIDS sufferers may
be in crisis, ac'cording to t":_o
Mid\Ve"stetn doctcifS. ~~ ,.•
These programs have been
inundated by the detnand f0r
services , - the cost of neW
treatments has increased.
·
In order to meet the growing
needs, changing drugs and continue
to he!ppeople, the state and federal
governments would need to
increase funding for the treatment
of the virus.
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• The institutionalization of a student
of color board, selected by students of
color, to participate as voting members
in all aspects of the hiring process of

staff and faculty. The same body will be
included in all decisions · that affect

students of color.
• Creation of a cultural center within
Atwood Memorial Center.
•· ..Establishment of a multicultural

resoul'fe center in the library.
• Mali'datoi-y cultural , awareness

training for all students at S/:SU.
• Table grape1s·removedf«:lm camJ)us . .
• Increased hiring and retention of

faculty and staff of color.
• Increased retention and recruitment
of students of color.
• Chicano/a studies major.
• Freedom to bum incense in AMC
and donns for religious purposes.
• O.ur dignity restored by the

elimination of the racial classification
"Hispanic."
• Hiring of a legal advocate for all
students.
• The creation of a cultural diversity
committee in Student Government for
students of color.
• Divide-and-conquer tactics stopped
by both the administration and Student
Government.

One more demand met

Julia Petmon/A5SOCJATE EDTrOR

Students, faculty and community members gathered where MEChA built an altar during the hunger strike·three years ago,
Seated are people who fasted during the strike or were dedicated supporters, Dancing are the Cuauhtemoc Danzantes,
whose members are from the Twin Cities and St Cloud,
studies major being met.
Sophomore -G~aciela Gorman, MEChA
member, said MEChA is excited and proud to
begin the studies major.
"He made a big sacrifice and commitment
to come here," Gom,an said. "He's got a big
heart."
, Imholte said Casanova will teach minority
studies fall semester and will probably begin
,teaching Chicano . studies classes spring

The celebration Thursday night took place
between Centennial Hall and the
Administrative Services building, where the
hunger strikers camped three years ago.
As pan of the ceremony -Thursday th ey
welcomed a new faculty membei- to campus,
profeS¥)r Steve CllSan'ova. , ~ -,
·
He represe~.t~.-'.h\;;; :~tof a, ~11):Caf!O/a ~ ,i~~

~_tf;(:. l

a,h

English professor Rex Veeder, MEChA
co-adviser, said there are still demands or
parts of the demands which have not been
met.
'There has been progress on the demands,
but progress still needs to be made," Veeder
said.
Veeder said Casanova is from San
Antooio, Texas. "One of the main reasons
he's here is to put the Chicano studies major
:_:~n pl~:;1That~,.w~! ,~ positive."

Gorman said Thursday night was
important for the history. "It was a reflective
night on not only the hunger strike but the
history of Chicanos in Minnesota." she said.
Veeder said it was a very emotional
evening for him to see everyone from the
hunger strike back together again.
"It's important for people to remember the
energy lhey had at that time," Veeder said.
"I think there was some healing that
night-/' ~mholte said.

Diverse speaker chosen Natural High Day
for May commencement celebrates 11th year
by Mark Rosenbaum•
STAFF WRITER

It's been a year filled with controversy. A
year marked by demonstrations, calls for
equity by student organizations and even a
lawsuit. But SOOn;"'the year of changes Will
draw to a close. '
At 10:30 a.m., May 22, spring
commencement will begin at the National
Hockey Center thus marking the end of the
1997-98 school year.
For commencement, there
must be a speaker and thls
year's
speaker
is
Representative Lloyd Daniel
from the Missouri House of
Representatives. He is a1so
an author, broadcaster and
educator.
The search for a speaker
- begins early.
"When the process begins
in finding a commencement
speaker, recomme_ndations
are made and President
(Bruce) Grube ultimately
decides on who will speak." said Sue Prout,
the commencement director.
Daniel was recommended to speak by
SCSU senior, Marvin Lyman, president.of the
Council of African American Students.
"Daniel's has been involved in many
urban development programs and educaton
programs in Missouri and around the
country," Prout said. "He is a community
development specialist and has been the
director of the Urban Economic
Development Institute."
He has been a professor with the National
In-Service Teacher Education Program of
Granada, West Indies, and has been a

professor in education and social science at
the Uni.versity of Missouri at Kansas City.
He is also the founder of the Kansas City
Leadership Institute and is a board member of
the Missouri Progressive-Vote Coalition and
a member of the New Democracy
Movement
"He has written many important articles
on urban issues." Prout said. "He was quoted
in Newsweek magazine in the March '97
issue. The article is about a new generaton
gap - black families of the
1990s compared to the black
families of the 1960s."
"Radio Free America"
and "Objective Reality," are
two of his books which
contain both poetry and
ess'ays. He also has written a
textbook
"Liberation
Education: A Strategy for the
21st Century."
He earned a bachelor of
sc ience degree from the
University· of-'Kansas and a
master's degree from the
University of Connecticut.
SCSU spring graduates are reminded to
pick up their commencement ceremony guest
tickets at the National Hockey Center Ticket
Office beginning May 11 through May 15.
Photo identification will be required.
Each graduate will be issued up to four
guest tickets. There is no charge for the
tickets, but tickets will be required in order
for guests to be admitted into the National
Hockey Center for the commencement
ceremony at 10:30 a.m. May 22. Children
under five will not need tickets.
A video simulcast of the ceremoney will
be shown in Halenbeck Hall Gymnasium for
addtional guests who do not have tickets.

Sween was elected to the position fall
quarter and said her responsibilities started
building midway through winter quarter.
More than 45 booths are using alternative
"It was neat to start at nothlng and watch
ideas and activities as their focus for SCSU's it build!' she said. "I can't believe how many
Natural High Day.
.
contacts I have and how time consuming this
This event was created to allow Sl\!dent can be."
organizations and area businesses the
Sween is a inass communications major
opportunity to promote and encourage with an emphasis in public relations. She said
chemically free activities . .The event is special event planning is what she would like
centered around what students can do to to pursue as a career and by coordinating
improve their hea1th and well-being.
NaturaJ High Day she is getting a taste of
Natural High Day will
what it would be like.
take place Wednesday on
She said other
the Atwood Mall from I0
members of PRSSA
am. to 3 p.m. The Atwood
have
graciously
Ballroom has been named
donated their time and
the location if it is raining.
talents
to
help
The event is designed
coordinate the event.
as an opportunity for
Something new for
this year's Natural
student organizations and
area businesses to recruit,
High Day is PRSSA is
hand-out information and
allowing groups to
Mandy Sween
gain awareness, or to
conduct fund-raising at
provide a fun activity for
NATURAL HIGH DAY
their booths. The
selling of food is the
students to take pan in.
COORDINATOR
Some
of
these
only restriction given
activities include games,
to the organizations
demonstrations, crafts and contests.
and businesses. Permission for certain food
Natural fligh Day was started 11 years items may be given.
ago by SCSU's Students Against Drunk
One of the activities planned for the day is
Driving chapter. The past three years Public Habitat for Humanity will be building a small
Relations Student Society of America and house on the Atwood Mall. Another activity
ADAPT coordinated the event together and is the Equestrian Club will be bringing a real
this year PRSSA is organizing Natural High horse to campus. Pepsi is bringing its airDay on its own.
filled Pepsi Pillow and area businesses are
PRSSA previously was in charge of an supplying in-line skates.
Sween said there will be door prizes
event called Hands Across Campus.
Junior Mandy Sween is PRSSA's Natural throughout the day, a putting green and free
High Day coordinator. She. has been in food as well.
"I'm keeping my fingers crossed it
charge of coordinating the noor plan, layout,
doesn't rain," she said.
and publicity of the event.

by Kristin Albrecht
CO-NEWS EDITOR

It was neat to start
at nothing and
watch it build.
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Faculty selected·for England program
As three SCSU faculty
ready themselves for
the trip, students begin
• orientation classes
by Erin Ghere
STAFF WRITER

The Alnwick, England study abroad

program hired the three faculty members who
will be directing the 1998• l 999 programs
next spri
has not

aration to leave
until recently.

department will send Voelzk to direct the
spring semester program. Ross, of the speech
communication department, will be sent on
the eight-week summer program.
'"Typically the candidates we select need
to have the experience of teaching •in an
international program somewhere," said
Gretchen Tiberghien, chairwoman of the
International Studies committee. "It doesn't
hivetobetheEnglandprogramanditdoesn't
have to be with St. Cloud State, but some experience."

!~~~~!~~~

•travelontheirowniftheychoose.
These trips are centered around what
courses are being taught that seme~ter,
according to Tiberghien. Stops such as
museums and historical sites are related to
class work.
·
,.
1be committee is currently accepting
applications for the
director positions of

yea•;~: s:~ut~
the faculty members

~;t~~~~or:

f:~1hec~~I~~r; :~:e~d:nnJ

:;e~r3th:;a!;!i;
:id~ot," Tiberghi~n

but this week students going on the fall

Alnwick and St. Cloud, keeping the CIS. the

The applications

semester program got their first taste of what
the trip will entail.

:!:::i~}r~~~~~tu:~tstha:tic:i~~t 9ommututy

~7s a;~~a~;e i~eir:;

fou~~:s: ~.d~~1:%i~:

rid
:~~et:~,~~~:~ t~

Students going on the program began

classes Saturday to help them better
understand the culture, the geography of

England and become acquainted with the
other students in the prog~.
The class continues for two more
Saturdays in order to cover everything the
students should expect.
The directors selected for next year's
programs are Nancy Brenan, Neal Voelzk and
Roseanna Ross. All are SCSU professors.
Brenan will be heading the fall semester
program and is a professor in the social work
department. The biological science

;~i!~i~ri!c~:~~t:

~un;~~g;~Jtis!~~~~lt~i~~el~o~~e~o~~~
in the director's academic area and a course
in the faculty member accompanying the
group's academic area.
For the fall ,semester, the faculty member
is June Parrott, a professor in the minority
studies program. The spring. faculty member
has not been announced. ·
Along' with the course work, the students
take numerous field trips, including a weeklong stay in London ~ -well as three weeks to

-

selected.

any~:i~l::/i~ti~I:~ the liaiwn between

The
nal Studies has
been organizing the program for the pas! year,

bit

the 1999-2000school
year. Three will · be

En:~dd:;t~::::~:~::
director is responsible for coordinating field

For the pa.st three years, Christa
McCall um-Beatty has held the position, until
her recent resignation. The committee is
hoping to hire a new coordinator in the near
future so he or she can ptepare for fall
semester.
The duties of the residential life director
are to · org.inize the
facilities where the
students will be living
and eating, and to deal
with on-site rules and

Typically, the
candidates we select
need to have the
experience of
teaching in an
international
program somewhere.

~~~~a~~:n~at3:~~~
occur within them.
abo~::i~~i!°!i~:!~
!~~:~':?!iying

in~~~

program live in a castle

~~~~!!.

the

sc;su

trip1::ve~a1ur~9e:~~

~:~1~it~~i~7v~ wtf~
Gretchen Tiberghien
~::~~;h :~de~:ha~~
conducted
the CHAIRWOMAN INTERNATIONAL STUDIES the option to travel
following week in
COMMITTEE
before they return
order to make an
home. The spring
announcement by the
semester lasts from Jan.
end of spring quarter.
13 to April 30, and the summer program lasts
While searching for directors for the only eight weeks, from June 2 to Aug. 6.
1999-2000 program, the committee is a!s0
currently looking for a new residential life For more information, contact the Center
coordinator who also travels to England with for International Studies at 255-4287 or
intstudy@stcloudstate.edu.
the group.

JEFF's

TOTAL BODY

.~·c;t~
PIERCING

~~.Sr. ,

'

P.ROFESSIONAL .

Master Piercer- Jeff

R1SiNG PHOENIX

\ATTOO STUDIO
16- 21st Avenue South
St. Cloud, Minn. 56301
For appointment or consultation
Call 320-255-7305 or 320-393-2654

' I
BARDEN

5tfi .!lvenue, aaoss from SCS'll 'Elw.catwn .

• '!lkeside
..!=bit::3
HOUSE.PAINTERS

NOW HIRING IN
THE TWIN CITIES
Great Fu/I-time
Summer Job
Opportunities
• Crew managers & painters need8d
• Excellent pay& incentives
•4dayworkweek
• No experience necessary & pd. trairioJ
•Year round employment

RAIN SITE:

HALLENBECK FIELD HOUSE

7:00 PM
FEATURED PERFORME
PLUS •••
MUSIC FROM 11 THE FOUR OF US"
RALLY G: SPEAK OUT

Call the Central Minnesota

A TRIBUTE TO WOMEN 81 CHILDREN MURDERED
IN MINNE.S OTA THROUGHOUT THE PAST YEAR.

at 251-4357
or

OPEN MIC. CHILDREN'S ACTIVITIES. FOOD BOOTHS

scsu Women's Center at

SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPRETER AVAILABLE

(612) 942-9709

Sexual Assault Center

MARCH STARTS A,.TS:30 PM ,____2_55_-4_95_8 _

___,
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He added that since the World
Trade Center bombing. in order to
curb terrorist activities, consulars
are now held legally responsible for
issuing visas.
Professor Michael Gold-Biss is
Shennan 's adviser and also director

Read the E.

I

·

The world is at
your f.i". ge~tips
North"'.est Airlines is hiring _
FUGHT ATIENDANTS. -

We are seeking enthusiastic, outgoing individuals to
provide exceptional service to our customers. Priority
will be given to bilingual app licants.
Candidates must meet all o f the following qualifications:
• Minimum age 18

• Height 5'2" or ta ller (barefoo t}
• 20/40 corrected v ision

• Ability to lift at least 40 lbs.
• H igh School diploma or GED

international relations and political
science programs. One served in
W.ashington, •D.C. and the other in
Bonn, ~ nnany.
·
This is a unique internship
opportunity offered by the
Department of State," Gold-Biss
of the International Relati6ns said. "Students get to work with the
program within the Department of fore ign service office and be a part
Political Science. He said Shcnnan of foreig~ P-Olicy making. It's a
did all the work of getting this great chance to be on the fron t lines
internship on his own, and his in Washington."
receiving this internship is a sign of
According' to Gold-Biss; any
the caliber of studenls SCSU is U.S. student can apply for the
producing.
Department of State internships,
'This is an excellent sign of the and the government offers a
quality of students at SCSU and varying number each year for six
that they can achieve at the highest month al}d one year terms of
levels," Gold-Biss said. '"These are service, depending on funding.
the kind of lhings (internshi ps)
'This is a great example of how
people think only go to top . students
should
look
for
institutions."
opponuni1ies and lake advantage of
Gold-Biss said the last two state them," Gold-Biss said.
.department in1erns chosen were
Shennan will begin his
three years ago.
internship June I and wi ll return for
Both were women from 1hc his last year al SCSU August 22.

(some college preferred)
• Willing to relocate
• Authorization to work in the United States and the
(,l.bility to have multiple exits and entries to the US.
and all of the countries N.ortbwest serves.

0,rouide is
loolm,g fer~ eJil..,J

Giivemly

For a more detailed overview and to be pre-screened
for this position, ca ll:

Duties include:

1-800-A-JOB-NOW

ext. 1406

• Editing articles according to
As&x::i.ated Press and

dirarlstyle

'~NORTHWEST
J

• Using Microsoft Word and

A IR L 1 -N ES

QuarkXPress
'
• d;iecking for consistent
style thoughout the
newspaper

Some PMfJlejust lv1ow How to Fly-

STILL LOOKING
FOR THE RIGHT PLACE AT THE
RIGHT PRICE??

To apply, call 255-2449 or stop
•

We have 2 and 4 br, apartments available from
to
Br 1dgev1ew South, Bridgeview Wesc Par k South.
_ Classic SOQ and River Ridge.

-

V

$ 175

$ 225

til'B.Jdgs. With FREE ~omputers for student use

Wall:ing.discance ro campus tl'lntercom entry buildings v'Privace
bedroo!lls with locl:s tl'Te!ephone and cable outlets in each bedroom

by Stewan Hall 13.
Ryan Voz, Editor

CALLING ALL STUDENTS!!
FREE TUITION & SUMMER JOBS

tl'Microwaves tl'Off-scre'et. parking tl'Oishwashers tl'Miniblinds on
all w1~ws ti' Air cond1c1onmg tl'lntenor and exterior areas welllighted tl'Well-maintained building and grounds

Captain Ron's
Tanning Salon
654-8998
Near Hallenbeck HalL

~
I

:

7

Captain Ron's Tanning
5

10

$12.99

Session
Packal!e
$19,99

I1 Packaee
Session
I

Captain Ron's Too
Hair & Tanning Salon
251-0137
in Atwood Center.

Great Jobs, Great Pay, Great Locatians and Great Benefits - T UI TI ON
REIMBURSEMEIIT, referral bcnls, vamtion, bcnlses and NO LAY OFFS!!

I

I1
I

Limit one Coupon per person. Expires 5/15/98.
:
L----- CaptainRon'sToo • 25 1-01 37. _____ .J

@MANPOWER ot

~r\v

1-800-321-5411 or 320-25·1 -1924

Midtown Office Building
3400 1st Street North, Suite
101
St.Cloud, MN
E/ 0 / E
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Does an empty reswne:
'le.ave you F.RATLLED
. . ..

1·

· ..

•

~

A. l, l. i1 ,J.

'lfllj~~

looeo~lmf wmer
Ne,,\~~sZs~ =
Stop by Stawort Hal 13

. Jd'~t,

~
at

.

.

CINCO DE MAYO!
Tu es d ay, Ma y 5 , St a rtin g a t 9 p.r_n .

The

:H,o:x::

First 50 people receive a free Jose Cuervo
T-shirt or sunglasses

... a place t o belong .

■I

CATHOUC CM1P1.JSMNSTRY
MASS : SATURDAY: 5:3 0 P . M .

SU NDAY : 9 A. M . . 11:15 A.M. & 8 P. M .
MASS

a.

EVE-NTS I NFORMATIO N : 25 1- 116 1

OFF !CE: 251 - 3 2 60

+=-------11NOW LEASING I I
FINEST IN
AFFORDABLE
STUDENT
HOUSING
' Now leasing
4 bedroom and
studio apartments
for June and August.

251-6005

R

PREGNANCY .

1ES11NG.

• 4 bedroom "'15.
• 8 C8l'Tl)US locations
• 1V & phone jacks
in all beaooms. ·
• X-tra large bath
rooms w/ 2 showers
,. l..at.niy facilities
Parking, carports,

garages
Dishwashers
Miaowaves, & more

15llAmerican Sign Language in Clay
By Helene Oppenheimer
Through May 15,
Atwood Ballroom Display Cases
Past, Present and Future
Celebrating the Career of Dr. Lee Gutteter
Presented by the Future Art Educators & UPB Visual Arts
Com m ittee

May 4-9, Atwood Gallery, Closing reception May 9,
6 p. m.-9 p.m.
Musical Paintings
by Djahangir Pirasteh
May 1&-August 27, Atwood Gallery
Opening receptio n May 18, 7 p.m.
Gallery Hours: M-F, 9 a. m.7 7 p.m.
closed on breaf'5 and holidays
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At University Chronicle, we serve as an objective
voice for the entire St. Cloud State campus - students,
.• staff, faculty and administration. If you are a member of
• the St. Cloud State University community, please take a
few minutes to let us know what you would like to see.
Help us improve the pages of University Chronicle.

FYI

~ ::::,;;::;

,c:';!~,:

Send or drop off your completed survey at·:

advocate, someone who
will act as, mediator
between Chronicle editons
and readers.

13 Stewart Hall
St. Cloud, MN 56301

1. Indicate which sections of the Chronicle you read, and rank them in the order you read them.
_

Front page and News section

~

Commentary/Opinion

:..._Page Two
_Sports

_

Career & Money

Diversions

Classifieds

2. How is our reporting? Please be specific with your comments and criticisms in regard to content, coverage, etc. (For
example, what areas dp you feel received sufficient or insufficient attention? Did we miss any important issues or
events? Were you left with any questions when you finished reading?)
·

3. Do you like the content of the Diversions section? (Do you enjoy reviews, photo stories?)

4. How is our Sports section coverage? (What would you like to see more/less of in that section?)

5. Additipnal comments? (Photo quality, graphics?)

Th~spacecouldbe·yours!

_ ~..i::;;;;:~~◄

Call the Chron~veftisit\

$25.0

Referral Bonus
Give to a friend. lf they sign a lease with Campus Management,
you receive $25 off your first month '.5 rent
(1998-99 school year).
Your Name______________

* 1, 2, 3 & 4 BdrmApts

* Single rooms starting at $179/12mo lease
• Dishwashers
• Microwaves
• Laundry Facilities

• Air Conditioners

• Security

• Utilities Paid

• Garages & Decks

''
,''' .
'
'''
'''

I 1NIVFR,IT)
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EDITORIAL

.Elections are crucial,
voices need to be heard
in order to strengthen
Student Government is holding its annual election
this week. On pages IO and 11 of this issue, there is a
listing of the candidates running for the positions of
president. vice president and senator.
Many newspapers endorse a candidate for m_ajor
elections. The members of this editorial board have
decided to remain objective. We are doing this as a
service to our readers to let you make your own choice.

However. we will continue to give you· information so
you can make an informed decision.
As a student of this university, this is your chance to
let your voice be heard. If you don't agree with a
person's point of view, then vote for someone else.
Don't sit back and let others make your dec1s1ons.
When a small percentage of this university's
population votes, it shows administration, other
students and community members this student body
doesn't care who represents it
Lack of people voting has been a problem at both
local and national levels. People don ' t seem to care.
Student Government is a potent, powerful piece of
the university 's pie. The people who make up Student

STAFF OPINION
RYAN Voz,

EDITOR

College sunset is approaching

When I decided to take
The ship is still afloat
purpose of the opinions
on the role of the editor of and the staff at this
page.
this newspaper last June, I newspaper all have a
Hopefully in the last
was praying for a
reason to hold their heads
few issues, we have
successful year high in the air.
outlined this concept for
Government control the recognizing of organizations,
flowered with campus
They have done an
oui readers. '
who receives funding and what this funding is being
One thing which gave ·
news.
excellent job along the
spent on.
·
me
a leap frog into my
The news this
, - - - - - , , . way, and I believe
It also represents students' interests at local, state,
year was almost
we all have
tenure was a media survey
and national levels. The president and other members of overwhelming and
learned more than
conducted last summer.
Student Government host conventions, travel to other
in a journalist's
we ever expected.
According to numbers
cities in Minnesota and even travel as far as
mind, like having
Besides winning coHected,the newspaper in
Washington, D.C., to represent students' interests and
the luxury of
the best Minnesota your hands right now is
rights.
.
eating dessert with
college newspaper the No. I source of
Student Government meets once a week to discuss
every meal.
for the second year information on this
the issues that affect you, the students of this campus.
I knew I was in
in a row,
campus.
Its members also attend committee and executive
, However, we need to
for a long 12
~~-~~- University ~ ·
meetings to iron out major issues.
months as I signed away a Chronicle has achieved a
build a stronger
Don 'J sit back and let others make your decisions for year of my life to this
interaction with_our
lot this past year.
you. Students who are graduating also need to think of
newspaper.
I was editor during a
readers.
those they are leaving behind.
However, I also knew
very crucial time on this
Therefore, I encourage
,· With important issues like racial discrimination, we
there would be a time
campus and
'
the readers
need strong leadership in order to continue to evolve as
when I would have to sign I feel we
of this
a university and a student body.
· off from this newspaper.
have done
paper to
The signing off has
an objective
participate
in the ·
already begun.
job covering
reader's
This
essay
is
the
official
the
issues
As
nry
tenure
;i,,rr('l:l»i.!Tu! Chronicle
beginnin!\ of my fade as
which have
survey
starts winding
Sarah Tieck will be (a1<ing risen
which is
EditmW Board
down, I am able to on page 7
the reins from me in two
throughout
weeks.
the year.
sit back and enjoy of this
RyanVoz
Turning over this paper
Some
issue.
what I was a part
is like bringing your
would like
The
Eorrc)!l
children to daycare. At
to differ, but
of this past year. results of
first it's going to feel
the first
Shawn Neudauer
this survey
awkward, but gradually
thing I
will be
MANAc:11«; l!D®K
you grow accustomed to
learned as editor of this
used by next year's staff
the change in routine.
paper was you can't
to make University
Sarab1iedc
This will probably be
satisfy everybody.
Chronicle more orientated
All!ilsrANl'MANAGING EDl'roR
my last essay at this
One thing I still haven't towards its readers' needs.
· My time as editor of
newspaper unless a
figured out is if somebody
l<rlstin
catastrophe happens.
' has a gripe about this
University Chronicle is
Co-NEws EDl'IOR
As my tenure starts
newspaper's coverage
almost up after three years
winding down, I am able
why don't they write a
of working at this paper.
MattMoltl
to sit back and enjoy what letter to the editor.
And, I wouldn't trade
I was a. part of this past
Maybe there is still
this experience for
OPINIQNs.mm:)R
~-....,,....,,_ _ _ _ _....,._ _
f··;
year, ·.
some confusion about the
anything in the world.

Albrecht

~

• ••
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The opinions t:xpresscd on this page
do not necessaril y represent the views
of UNJVU<Sf/Y Chronicle.
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Not everything said

falls on deaf ears
"It's like nobody really knows how good we are ... well,
maybe a few of the administrators do ... " said a member of
SCSU's women's softball team, ~ommenting on the relative

ambiguity o~ the Huskies season, while riding in a jampacked white.,.van traveling through the furniture-laden streets
pf Fargo this weei;,:nd.

.

NCNI :IUS.T
S\..ll>E. '™AT
OIR."l'ON o• MAAU!OROS

ACROSS NE COUM~.
NIii/CE: 'Iv'
·

♦♦

ceAAS'r". ..

"I could really go for a tea," me, 13.menting the closing of
D.B. Searle's.
♦♦

"And that to me is the way radio should
be ... a live interaction with the listeners,"
said KVSC's Al Neff last Sunday during
his classic rock show, commenting on
computer technology that is taking the
place of live DJs in the commercial radio
industry. Did you renew your KVSC
membership last week?
♦♦

"You can only police people as much as
people want to be policed," said a
Georgia law enforcement officer on the
impossibility of cracking down on marijuana growers while
running an election campaign for sheriff of his county. His
-comments were part of an ABC News special with Peter
Jennings.
MARTY
SUNDVALL

♦♦

"We' ll be right back (point) with more stuff (clap) right
after these messages," -said Chuck Barry, host of the Gong
Show. Worth an extra $4 a month for digital cable.
♦♦

"Isn't there any way you can control hi'm?" said an SCSU
employee to a co-worker who took issue with my objection to
the proposed Homecoming Harvest idea a few issues back.
Translated from a fourth party.
♦♦

"Looks like the garage sale is over," said an SCSU softball
team member on the same van ride, observing a huge pile of
household goods on the curb.
The streets of Fargo really are furniture-laden. You can't
ride through a city block without seeing a sofa or chair, a beat
up refrigerator or mangled exercise bike. Guess it's been this
way for a few weeks. Strange ... just like the rings around the
trunks· of selected elm.trees lining :fargo's streets.
♦♦

"I'd rather be penni!e5s- and poor with my free reign of
though\ and expression than to be controlled by anyone."
Don't know who said it. but it works for me.

Reverse racism accomplishes nothing
I am sure if this letter gets published there
will be an abundance of letters responding to it,
many filled with racial slurs such as "cracker,"
but I am going to send it anyway.
Honestly I don't see·the institutional
discrimination al SCSU that has been described
'in so many issues of the Chronicle. If anything,
I see my wh ite professors trying to be too
politically correct and pre-empt every statement
of fact or statistic involving the African
American population with a glossy coated finish
so as not to offenfi anyone. Perhaps my lack of
being able to see is justification for the need to
educate white members of the SCSU student
population. I will tell you that using racial slurs
like "craCker'' isn't going to win me over. I
refrain from ·using derogatory names against
other races, because I have been educated to be
sensitive to that issue. I must have missed the
classes which stated it was OK to be racially
offensive if you belong to an historically
discriminated race.
When I am reading your writings and right
away you sink to a level where you assume a
double standard, I have already labeled you as

ignorant, and Whatever else you have to say, no
matter how intelligent it may be, is lost.
Furthennore I don't understand how you can
drape yourself in the protection of First
Amendment and then label others of your same
race as "Uncle Toms," because you don't think
they hold the same beliefs as you do. That is a
dangerous thought process, and if white men of
power were to use the same guidelines we
would all be protesting!
One other thing, there was mention of
making a board 50 percent black, 50 percent
white, etc. Last time I checked there were
several other ethnic/racial populations on the
SCSU campus, and I think they should be
represented as well.
Let me end this by saying that I would read
any complaints of inequality with an open
mind, but sinking to the level of using
derogatory terms or labels only weak.ens your
argument.
Joseph P. Berube
Criminal Justice

Senior

♦♦

"Business is business, but what you do with yourself after
business is yom business," me. Makes sense?
.

♦ ♦

"Not even Houdini could get out of this one," said Lyle,
the public address announcer at Mickelson field, home of the
NCC softball championships.
His comment was made as Augustana had runners on
second and third with none out in the eighth inning. The
Bison failed to score.
♦♦

"I think this team is better," said Sue Becker, when asked
how this year's softball team compared to the teams from
1989-91. The women's softball team is that good, as it proved
by winning it's first North Central Conference championship
2-1 over Augi.Jstana in 13 innings.
·
Among the highlights: A towering home run with two outs
in the 13th by senior Jody Brueske, who was days earlier
passed over for a spot on the All-NCC learn; shortstop Stacey
Schoenrock going down in pain Friday night _near second
base; Gina Falkowski filling in, driving jn three runs,
committing no errors after her first chance, tack.ling an
Auggie baserunner and preventing a run; Karissa Hoehn; the
latest in the drive to set 43 team and individual records. See
the Sports page for more.

Questions, comments,
concerns
Send cit to University Chronicle,
U.S. Mail: Attn. Opinions Editor,
13 Stewart ball, St. Cloud Minn. 56301
e-mail: chronicle@stcloudstate.ec!u

Student Govert
PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES====================

Amy Hanson

Rob Callahan

Sometimes I don't get to class .on time.
Sometimes I don't get my eight hours.

To provide an accurate and complete
account of my achievements, both personal

Sometimes I don't study two hours for every
hour of class. Sometimes I sacrifice these
things for the jobs that are very important to
the SCSU campus and me. I am not afraid of

and as a member and· supporter of students'
struggles, would be a near impossibility given
the amount of space I have been confined to.
Suffice it to say that I have devoted a great
deal of effort to student issues in oppression,
bias and discrimination lhroughout my time
here. I am seeking !he presidency both for my
own personal growth, and to add credibility to
my already extensive efforts to achieve social
justice within the campus community. I
humbly ask that you hear and consider me
when voting.
·

addressing fatuity, staff, and administration

about student's concerns. These people should
be here and are here to work with us. I do have
an open-door policy. However, Student

Government isn't about sitting in an office in
Atwood; it's about getting out, meeting
people, and fielding concerns. Questions??
HANSOA0J@STCLOUDSTATE.EDU

SENATOR-AT-LARGE CANDIDATES = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =I

Lance Gibson

~l:s~r:i:;:~~~ft?.·:~;- ~

am
attending this university, I have
become
involved
with
organizations working toward
social change and social justice. In
my experiences with these

::::~::~~af

t~:~u::.~~
campus need a...

t~

·
· _-

:::,,:
~

~

-

~
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Adam Larson

. _· ·

·

~
(

""H

~~~:~e~t~~:!~:~~

inv~~v~da
Academic
Affairs
Committee,
Mississippi Music Festiva l, the
MSUSA Delegates Conference, the
Washington, D.C. lobby trip, and
intramural athletics. I applied for the
At-Large Senator position to play a
leading role in the allocation of
student's financial resources.

.
'.·. .

-

i

. -

.:>: • -

.:-:
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Christopher Mackner
My interest in being a student
body senator is to represent the
entire campus. It h~ come to my
attention that the current student
senate does not represent the
campus in its entirety. My
participation in the working of the
legislative body would insure a .._
more humanitarian atmosphere at
-

Katherine Pesola

Kelly Jordan

As your Student G o v e r n m e n t ~
Senator my main priority is to be a
strong voice for ALL students. I
•
currenily hold a Senator-at-Large
scat and will use that experience
and my dedication to strengthen
· .
communication
within
the
✓~
university. l.et me know what I can
~- do for you! •

i
I

My name's Jumal Stunup and
I'm a transfer student from the
Common Wealth of the Bahamas.
My major's bio-medical Science
and biology, and I'm a junior at
SCSU. My first quarter at SCSU I
joined an organization called SCAR
that fights for social and multiradal justke. As an International

~-

··

organizations and to solve problems
which can be solve by the Student
Government. This expcriance will
also help me in my future in
professional life.

-

.

Rob Callahan

asco-E
·

.·

.
,.

Siew-Hoong Wong
I used to be the vice-president of
Student Government in my college.
I wish to be a student
representative, who acts as a
communication channel to bring
out their voice in the conference.
Hopefully, I will be given an
opportunity to serve the students,
and bring improvement in the ..

I have been a student leader;
chair of First People, as found(;r of
the SCSU chapter of the American
Indian Movement, as a participant in

-

f""t';

~=cis!t.ud:~ . ~;al~~on ou~;~~:s~
proponent for student concerns. If

_

within the Student Senate.

.

'"'"''"'-'""'"-~-

;-, _\lS'
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John Vette

.

Danisis Adamsee
We all want to be helpful and to
learn about different things in life
with good experiance. My aim is to
help
all
the
internatio_nal

.

I inteild to work hard in order to ~ - - - - represent the student booy, and help
make SCSU the best educational
institution possible. I believe a safe
and
comfortable
learning
environment is essential to achieve
such goals. As a University Public
Safety Officer, and with former
experience as a student council
treasurer,.,...

My name is Jason Romes. I'm
running for senator because I feel that
I have positive attributes. With my
experiences I can contribute well to
the student body's education. I am
from San Francisco, California, a
community of many colors. I relate
very well with all peoples. Lead by
example.

-.

•.

I pride myself on being a positive
role model in my residence hall. I
could represent the people on campus
that demand change, and want that
change to be good. I believe in
making changes that help better the
student body. My knowledge and
enthusiasm in student government
wou ld make ..

Jason Romes

, Jumal Sturrup
·

•

scsu.

$;

·.

-

No essay
was submitted.

"

ltllent Elections
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VICE-PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES===============

cap:~t~~ ~~~~gkn~:e:Sha~:e~

willing to try. As VP: We, SCSU,
and our Community will test our

cam~~;;~i~~i::a~:t~ti~:
gave me and opportunity. of growth.
I like to use this growth to facilitate

_,,

~

limits to be the best that we can be.
Why not. Quote: "If not me, who, ir
not now, when?''

effective change in serving the
needs of students. I care about what
happens to students. I am
committed to represent students
with a strong voice and positive

· ,.
__'

attitude!

Gretchen Schendzielns
opi~:
/esirevi~w;!~;s,diffe:n~
perspective makes the difference in

Christopher Mackner
bod~yt~~'!"p~:~ ~~::

0

~
-~:r:}~::t~:;:~,~~v:::n~ . ·•
does not represent the campus in its
entirety. My participation in the

II
&.

WuiPingYap

Brian Thompson

0

the end. I am committed to being

the voice for all students. My
experience will allow me to act with
passion and zest. Any questions??
SchengOl.@tigger.stcloudstate.edu

workings of the legislative lxxly

-·)uld insure a more humanitarian
nosphere at SCS_U.

·

'

<
Student Governme'\t elections ar,iTuesday and Wednesday at the following sites-Atwood Memorial Center 9 a.m.-5,p.m.,
Garoey Commons 5 p.m.-10 p.m., Learning Resource Center 5 p.m.-10 p.m. Don't forget to bring your validated stude,nt ID.
]?resiqential.<;amlidates ";f;'e llmited;to•J.OOpxmis, candidates for vtc~prestdent and senator pt large were aflowed 50 UXJrc/s. Bsays are
published as the candidate wrote them. Any essay which exceeded the limit was cut off

Marisela Tototzintle
Tot~iintle_n,:: is~~ sec~n:i;:~~ ~ at SCSU. I am curently the CoChair Of M.E.Ch.A .. I realize that
there are expectations and
responsibilities that come with
being in these types_of leadership
positions. It is very important to get
·
'
involved if you ...

University in general. I l~v.e getting ·
involved in all the campus issues '
and representing my community. So...
,

'

·

g•

Eric Wimberger
The Senate has had to deal with
a lot of issues recently. Racism and
_ MSUSA are just two. As a Senator

:

and the Legislative Affairs
Chairman this past year I've g~ined
experience in dealing with these
issues and feel I've been, and can
continue to be, part of tbe solution.

•
',
_,,

.

B

Marisa Adler

'w

•,

~

"

My nameisMarisaAdler.lama
sophomore, and am currently a
Senator-At-Large. I am rur_ming for
the position again because I would
like to continue being-a Source of
infof"ITlatiOn, a voice for !he
students, and a representative of our
university. I would appreciate your
vote!
·

·~

,

,

'

~

.MariaNei

Todd Little
University with a marketing degree
in 1990. I have two beautiful
daughters and have been married for
eight years. I am currently pursuing
a teaching degree. I possess both the
experience and responsibi lity
needed for quality leadership.

.

My name is David May. I'm an ~
,·.:.•>.
international Student and first-year
. ;)
• ,__ •,
student at SCSU. Since the .
beginning of the year I have been
'
involved in student organizations to _
(!tlft

~~to~0;t::: ~i~;~!fnt~i~~ ·~ r
to help students with their concerns
on campus.

·

Quality Icade.ship depends o n ~

:::~~~~~e f~n~ ~~~~~~b~li~~t!

•..

David May

Mark Richardson
Hey everyone' I am up for r e · ;
election as an At-Large Senator for
school year 1998-1999. This past
year I have learned a bunch about

:!~~nt:z ~~~~~;n;t~: . •

Ii

Jessica Gallant
My name is Jessica Gallant.
am presently a sophomore here at
SCSU. On the SCSU campus I am
involved in Phi Epsilon Alpha
Sorority. Panhellenic Council, and
participate in SCSU track.
I am running for Senator to get
more involved within our
community. I would like to
represent SCSU ...

.

.

1Jlt" ,,
·

My name is Maria Nei and as r---:=--:::---,
senator-at-large, I would encourage
fellow students to come forward
with their ideas and to relieve
themselves from the suffering ol
xenophobia. Students no\\' are the
fu1ure leilders and -they need to be
heard.

JohnAllen
I'm a founh year Mass. Comm. ~
student with two years of
ex~rience as a Resident Advisor. I
have also been the Events
Coordinator of the Residence Hall
Association , Chai r of the
Shoemaker Hall Counci l, and
.
•
Assistant Programming Director of ·
. · .
KVSC. If elected, I will work for ;
.
cultural diversity and parking.
•

'
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University Village
Town homes
Openings for the 1998-1999 School Year
Four bedroom townhomes for individuals
or groups up to four.

Campus Clipper and Metro Bus Service
with three trips per hour o SCSU

• <treat Prepaid Program
•Eve,Fyone Qualifies!
• Per Second Billing
• 100% Digital
•No contracts!
• Free long-distance in Minnesota &
(715) area code in Wisconsin

PAGING SERVICES
PAGER PACKAGES:

• We activate any pager with NO ACTIVATION FEE!

•$59.95 includes 3 months service & activation
•Statewide Monthly Service $7.95 w/ Student ID.
• Take additional 10% off w/valid Student ID!
• Switch your service and get an
additional 10% off!

..

(320) 203-4444
1207 1st Street South
St. Cloud

.....

.:.

I

_,

JU,start I

t·utur:e

3

· Check out the exciting opportunities
in high tech careers from Toyota!
• Hi gh paying professional career
in the fastest growin g occupation

• College Degree or Certification

•

• Hands.on, state-of-the-art training
• Placement in Toyota dealerships
T-TEN, The ria;ht tool to help you build your future!

formore1n!orrn~•on cill
Qr

~ISII IIS

1.800.441.5141
tltfp://www.f-fCn.COm

on tl1e Well JI

SC O.OUO TECHl\'ICAL

COLLEGE
203-6076 or 1-800-222-1009 ext. 6076
MJfl,A.ooassibleFdiy AffitmaM.-.ctlon/Equa!Q>ponunil)oEducato,8.-.:IEmployer

Features Include· • Heated Swimming Pool
• Sand Volleyball Court • Free Parking/Outlets
• Phone/Cable In Bedrooms • Ceiling Fans in
Bedrooms • Keyed Bedroom Locks
• Microwave/Dishwasher • Air Conditioning
• Large Storage Room • Frost Free Refrigerator
• Laundry Facilities • Vending Machines
• Individual Leases • Pleasant/Quiet Atmosphere

For Atlult lfo11si11g At Its Best,

Call

252-2633

Student
Government
· -h--rLECTIONS
•TUESDAY, MAY

5 AND

WEDNESDAY, MAY

..,

• 14 Senator at

Voting will be held
May 5 and 6 at:

Large Positions

• Atwood Memorial

•President
• Vice President

6•

Center, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
• Garvey, 11 a.m.-7 p.m.
• LRS, 5 p.m.-10 p.m.
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scsu playoff ruri gets· snubbed
·Vorpahl stymies
Bison, as Huskies
sweepNDSU;
split with UNO
by Sean Lafavor
STAFF WRITER

If the SCSU baseball team were
to have any chance at making the

North Central Conference.playoffs,
it needed another great pitching
perfonnance from junior starter
Josh Vorpahl'- it got two of them.
Vorpahl pitched a seven•inning
complete game in the first game
against North Dakota State
University, allowing the Bison just
two runs while striking out 10 to

pick up his seventh victory of the

season in a 4-2 SCSU win.
NDSU got its only two runs off
Vorpahl in the first inning, but

SCSU erased the deficit in its· hair
of the second, with a two-run blast
from sophomore designated hiller

Shane Kavanaugh and an RBI
single by junior centerfielder Mike
McKinney.

SCSU junior pijcher Josh Vorpahl delivers a pitch to home plate in the first of two games he
started Saturday ·at Dick Putz' Field. Vorpahl won both starts, and the Huskies defeated North
Dakota State twice;

Senior Jim Crowley was
originally scheduled to pitch the
second game of the doubleheader,
but instead Vorpahl came back out
and pitched the Huskies to a 5-2
win, throwing a three-hit complete
game and picking up another win to
keep SCSU's playoff hopes alive.
"I finished the first game, and I
felt good," Vorpahl said. "Dave
(Assistant Coach Oehrlein) came
up to me and asked me if I honestly
could start the second game, and I
told him I could go, but I dido 't
know how long I could go for. He
decided to start me, and that
Crowley would relieve me if I got
into any trouble, but he ended up
never having to."
Vorpahl's efforts were crucial

because at the time, the Huskies
needed a sweep to keep their
playoff hopes alive. As · it turned
out, the University of Nebrask'aOmaha's split with the University
of Northern Colorado "yesterday
eliminated SCSU, but that did not
detract from Vorpahl's marathon
pitching performance.
"It worked out great," Crowley
said of SCSU's decision to start
Vorpahl in the second game. "Josh
told me he could go out there and
do the job, and he's done so well
this year, we had nothing to say but
go ahead and do it."
On Friday, the Huskies split a
doubleheader with the University of
North Dakota at Dick Putz Field.
SCSU won the first tilt 12-9 behind
homers by juniors Tim Boland,
Mike Flanigan, McKinney and
Brian Stanslaski, and two from
S9phomore Lance Iverson.
"The ball was really carrying
(Friday)," Iverson said. 'The wi nd
was blowing out a little bit. Their
pitchers were throwing pretty hard,
so that helped, too."
The Huskies dropped the second
game to UNO · despite hitting
another three home runs. Their
starting pitching i~ both games was
less effective than what th~y got on
Saturday.
.
Vorpahl has been by far SCSU's
most dominating pitcher this
season. But what he accomplislied
Sarurday will likely be the highlight
of the season for the Huskies.
"I kept getting outs," Vorpahl
said. "My defense played really
well behind me. We played what I'd
say were our,two best games of the
year so far (Saturday)."
"Pretty incredible," Iverson said
of Vorpahl's pitching. "I've never
seen anything like that before in my
life. I've never seen a pitcher throw
14 innings in a row. It's pretty
amazing."

Huskies claim bragging rights at NCC tourney
Softball claims
first NCC title, as
Hoehn is brilliant
by Rob LaP/ante ·
SPORTS EDITOR

. The SCSU softball team knew
they were better than a No. 3 seed
heading into this past weekend's
North
Central
Conference
Tournament - and the results
proved they were number one.
The Huskies posted a perfect
4-0 record at the tournament, and
won the championship game
Saturday
against
Augustana
College in dramatic fashion.
With SCSU sophomore pitcher
Karissa Hoehn and Kelly Connelly
locked in a pitchers duel, the game
remained 1-1 heading into extra
_innings.

With the teams battling back and
forth, the game remained 1-1
heading into the 13th inning.

·~--1~~
~:r "}:~~

start in two
days.
.
"My arm
KARlssA HOEHN felt
fine,"
NCC's MVP
Hoehn said.
"But
my
finger had a cut on it from throwing
my curveball, and it really started
ix>thering me as the game went on."
In the 13th inning for the
Huskies, Connelly retired the first
two batters. The third batter up,
Jody Brueske, would rum out to be

the last batter of the contest, as she
drove a first pitch fastball over the
center field fence, giving the
Huskies their first ever NCC
Championship.
Brueske said the experience of
hitting a game•winning homer to
win a championship game was a
dream come true.
"I was talking to teammates all
season, saying this will be my last
time playing at this particular park,"
said the senior third baseman.
''Being my last NCC Tournament,
_the homer was a great memory for
me .to go out on."
"Jody stepped up and came
through for us," said SCSU Head
Coach Paula U' Ren. "After she hit
the homer, everyone was all over
the place and going wild."
Brueske said she had one goal in
mind, heading into her seventh atbat of the game.
'There pitcher (Connelly) was

starting to get tired;'' Brueske said.
"When pitchers get ahead of me,
they usually throw me junk. I went
up there and told myself I would
jump on the first pitch, and I was
able to get all or it."
In the first day of the
tournament, the Huskies advanced
after a 3-0 victory over No. 6 seed
Morningside College.
Hoehn pitched a five-hit
shutout, earning the win and came
away with the game winning RBI,
after being beaned in the helmet
with the bases loaded.
Hoehn and the Huskies would
take the second game of the double•
elimination tournament, after
knocking off No. 2 seed North
Dakota State University.
Hoehn would pitch a four-hit
shutout in the Win, and again pick
up the game winning RBI, with a
second inning single bringing home
sophomore Mary Libbesmeier.

Hoehn's pitching heroics are of
no surprise, as she set a new SCSU
single season record for wins with
28 and strikeouts with 305. But, the
offensive heroics lately have been
another story, as she collected four
hits and two game winning RBI's
during the tournament.
"I really don't have time in
practice to work on my offense,"
Hoehn said. "But it's weird,
because I was wearing contacts
which gave me perfect sight, and I
couldn 't hit the ball, so I stopped
wearing them and all the sudden I
can hit the ball all over the
place."
One player who has witnessed
Hoehn's pin-point control at
both the plate and the mound,
1s
junior
catcher
Alison
Huselid.

Go TO SOFTBALL, PAGE 14 •
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Rugby tournatnent hits big titne
by Sean Lafavor

SCSU hosted its annual All•Saints Rugby
Tournament at Selke Field, with 16 men's
teams competing for the championship'; and
15 women's teams p'laying.
SCSU played St. John's Uni versity in their
first match, defeating them 15-5 in the early

hours Of 1he morning Saturday. Then they
took on Macalaster .and downed them 10-7
before tying the University of Wisconsin Lacrosse I0-10. UW - LaCrosse advanced to
the championship round, due to the fact that
they.had more points in the round .than SCSU.

The toumamem has beCOJllC a big event in
the: area in recent years according to team
captain Mike Hankee.
For one week every year at SCSU, the
"It's a very competitive tournament," said
rugby teams are the Qigges1 story around
Hank.cc, a sophomore. "A lot of good teams
campus.
from out of state like UW-Madison, UWStevens Point, and even a team from Canada
(the University ot Manitoba) are starting to
come to this tournament and play, which adds
a lot of good competition and quality
pl~yers."
Schools involved in the tournament
include North Dakota State University, ·UWEau Claire, UW-Stout, the University or
Minnesota, the University or St. Thomas, the
University of Minnesota-Duluth, Ma,nkato
State University, and an SCSU alumni
team.
One of the highlights of the weekend, is
the large party after the competition is .
complete.
This year the social took place at the
DelWin Ballroom, a dance club in St. Joseph,
Minn. Attendance is estimated at around
3,0(X) people every year.
"It's preuy cool," said sophomore Craig
Thiessen. "Everyoody on campus is talking
about it all week. A lot of people come out
and watch. But a lot of people just come for.
the party."
While the social may be fun for everybody
who attends, preparation for the event as well
as for the tournament can get pretty hectic for
· the rugby team.
"It's exciting, ·but there's a lot of work to
do," said freshman Wyatt Borsheim. "We've
got a lot to do to get ready for the tournament.
There's a lot of planning, but that's mainly the
job for our officers."
For the week proceeding the tournament,
rugby is pretty much the biggest story in the
SCSU area.
·
"It's neat that for a week everybody is
talking about rugby," said senior player
Renee Bukovich of SCSU's women's team.
"But a drawback is that it's only becfµ}SC of a
party. Most of the people only come for the
party. But a lot of people are starting to come
to the games."
The University of Wisconsin - LaCrosse
dominated play. UWL won the men's
tournament, and SCSU's women took fourth
SCSU junior Mike Hankee eludes a St. John's University defender Saturday morning at Selke Field. The men's rugby squad place in their side of the brackets. There were
15 teams taking part on the women's side.
1

STAFF WRITER

won the game, during the annual All-Saints Rugby Tournamen~ but the University of Wisconsin - La Crosse took first place.

Van Erp paces tracksters Softball
scsu overcomes
adverse weather
conditions at Nike
Invitational
by Rob LaP/ante
"SPORTS EDITOR

Junior Tonya Van Erp had one of
three first place finishes for the
SCSU men's and women's track
and field team, at the Nike
Invitational in Minneapolis.
Van Erp's leap of 17-4 3/4 in the
long jump earned her a fi rst place
finish.
She also finished third in the
high jump, with a leap of 4-11 1n .
Teammate Carey Meinert finished
second with a jump of 5-2 1/4.
Head Coach Tracy Dill said he
was pleased with the play of his
veteran women.
"I thought Van Erp jumped
really well, and I thought Meinert
had a strong meet with two second
place finishes,'' Dill said. "They
both did outstanding, considering it

rained in the Twin Cities all day, times.
which affected their perfonnances."
"We have a totaJ of five guys
Meinert is the only person on the that are on the football team," said
women's
team
that
has Dill, a fonner SCSU football coach.
provisionally qualified this season "Not only are they all good athletes
in the 100 hurdles, for the NCAA on the tracl(, but they are good
ChampionshipS.
athletes on the
The men's
football field. I
team
brought
think Mark and
home two firstLarry
have
place finishes,
actually gotten
led
by
faster as the
I
thought
Van
Erp
sophomore
season
has
sprinter Larry jumped really well, gone on."
Miller.
Ewings,
and I thought
Miller
who is an
finished first in
NCAA
Meinert
had
the 200 dash, ,
provisional
with a . time of
qualifier in the
22:09. Miller,
100
dash,
along
with
Tracy Dill
finished second
4x l00
_relay
Saturday, with
T RACK AND FIELD COACH
teammates Chris
a time of I0:68.
Barth and Mark
The only
Dean, sophomores, and senior Bob other Husky to provisionally
Ewings, teamed for a first-place qualify for the NCANs, is
finish with a time of 4 1:56, a sophomore thrower Travis Zins in
NCAA provisional qualifying time. the shot put.
Barth, Dean and Miller are also
SCSU wi ll return to action this
teammates on the SCSU football weekend at the NCC Tournament
team, and Dill said he has seen in Sioux City, Iowa. The meet
constant improvements in their begins Friday at 3 p.m.

a

strong~et ....
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"She (Hoehn) had a good yeaT
last season, but thi s year her
pitching has improved even more,"
Huselid said. "She's been good all
year, but she really came through
for us this weekend."
In the semifinal game Saturday,
the Huskies knocked off No. 4 seed
Nebraska-Omaha 4-1 . and again
Hoehn pitched all seven innings,
allowing two hits and striking out
IO Maverick batters.
Huselid and senior Gina
Falkowski each added two hits,
sending the Huskies to the
championship game against the
Vikings, w_hich entered the game
with a47-l3 record.
Hoehn struck out 14 Viking
batters in the championship game
and pitched her fourth consecutive
complete game of the weekend.
Brueske's homer was the gamewinning hit, and she went 3-for-7
for the game. Junior first baseman
Michelle Lechner, Falkowski and
Hoehn each added two hits, as the
seventh-ranked Huskies took home
the title.
"Ev;eryone was so excited,"
Huselid said. "Heading into the
tournament, we all knew we were a
good team, but it was like the

13

people outside of St. Cloud always
doubted us, and even in the NCC
Tournament we were a No. 3 seed."
The Huskies find out today
where they will be playing in the
NCAA Regional Tournament sOmething Hoehn said she is
looking foiward to.
"I've never gone to regions
before, so it's kind of exciting," she
said.

Hllsky diamond notes
D Hoehn was announced Friday as
the NCC's Most Valuable Player.
Hoehn has posted a 28-4 record,
305 strikeouts in 213-2/3 innings,
13 shutouts, an earned run average
of 0.54 and a .344 batting average.
"I was a bit surprised to get the
MV.P," Hoehn said."But I didn't
think a pitcher would 8:et the award.
Usually an everyday player gets it.
But, I played a lot and really
worked hard thiS; year and felt like I
deserved 1he honor."

0 Hoehn, Huselid, Lechner and
sophomore Lisa Jo Rosauer were
all named to the All-NCC
team.
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·Life changes fuel artwork
by Tabitha Whissemore
STAFF WRITER

One gradual! student is seeing her dreams

arc illustrations of her life.
Many of the paintings recall images from
her youth, such as bread-sellers who came to
her village, and an order of people ..yho came

come true with her own art exhibit.
t9 the United'States in the 1500s and died out
Florela Sanchez Buck has seen a lot of · only a few years ago.
..
things in her lifetime. Growing up in New ·
"Northern New Mexico has a deep, rich
Mexico, she witnessed the disappearan~c of a culture," Buck said of her home state. "Now,
culture. After moving to Minnesota, she was there is really nothing to go back to."
forced to start over. Recently, She has
She explained that the villages she once
captured her life on canva'>.
knew are vanis~ing, along with parts of her
This month, outside the Atwood Little heritage.
Theatre, are paintings Buck created while at
After manying and moving to Minnesota,.
SCSU. Named ''A Touch of Minnesota with a Buck admitted that she had trouble adjusting.
Bite of New Mexico," the Masters Show
"I wondered why I left my beloved New
features memories from her chi ldhood to her Mexico to come here," she said.
time in Minnesota.
Little by little, however, Buck has found a
And her artwork is as
balance between her past
interesting as her life.
and present. She said her
"Since I was little girl,
life became clearer when
I wanted to be an artist,"
she started. school at the
Buck said.
university, with some
Buck's father thought
guidance.
that was an impractical
Buck
credits
art
career chOice, though.
professors Bill Gorcica
So, instead of marrying at
and Don Bruno with
a young age like so many
giving her a sense of
girls she knew, she joined
direction, not only in her
Florela Sanchez Buck · artwork, but also in her
the Navy.
SCSLJ STUDENT ARTIST
"I · was considered
life.
wi ld back then," she
'They helped me learn
joked.
to paint from my heart,"
Later,_Buck became a surgical n_urse until Buck said.
she had'a nC.'ir-fatai car accideni and.almost
She also said they ntntured·her talent and
lost all use of her legs.
allowed her to use her own ideas, instead of
"I didn't think I would ever walk again," giving her restrictive assignments.That is one
Buck said.
of the reasons Buck still finds excitement
She gave up on a career as a nurse and with each new painting.
began work in medical records. Slowly, her
"My creative juices are still flowing," she
body healed and she did walk again, with the said.
·
use of a cane. That was when Buck got
Now, as a Miiinesotan, Buck has started
restless and realized she needed to fulfill her painting her own images of the state. She has
own dreams.
pictures . in the exhibit of ice fishing,
Buck has been painting intensely for two Minnesota fog, and, of course, a whole series
years, since coming to SCSU. Her paintings of paintings dedicated to mos_quitoes.

Since I was a little
gir~ I wanted to be
an artist.

Music
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The v:olunteers jumped into action and
diverted one of the perfonnances to · another
area of the park. .,.
After looking at their a)tematives, they
decided to fix'. the generator. Things were up
and ruruiing again before the next band, the
Surahoolies, took the stage after I p.m.
_ With the sun overhead, and a large crowd,
things moved along smoothly and even 1he
volunteers got to enjoy the day.
"It's going to be a long day," Bault
said."But everyone's on an . adrenaline rush
right now."
·
For Bau\L, Sunday's arrival and the arrival
of MMF allowed her to see all the hard work
payoff.
"The hardest part was trying to get
everyone coordinated," Bault said. _"1:tiere
were a 1qt of pieces that had to be put
together."
Volunteer recruitment started about three
weeks ago. Most of the staff were from the
various University Programming Board
committees, along wi1h some people from the
Z Club and other university organizations.
"We have more than plenty of people,"
said junior and volunteer coordinator Heather
Ulrich.
Why would people volunteer to spend a
.. beautiful Sunday working?
"It's a lot of fun;·-Ulrich explained. ''And

PHOTOS

BY Hideki Hashimoto!STtJ.FF PHaroGRAPHER

Above, Volunteer Tate johnson and
Rukshan Wijeratne bring equipment
down from the stage. Right, Cassandra
Gallow helps haul equipment for the
show on Sunday.
it's a good way to get a free T-shirt."
"It is a good opportunity to get invo)ved,
too," Ulrich added.
No matter what their reasons were, there
was no doubt it was the MMF volunteers who
really made the event a success.

Shane Opatz/STAFF PH(JT(X;RAPHER

Artist Florela Sanchez Buck smiles during her art exhibit near Atwood Little
Theatre. The exhibit featured 19 of her paintings. They consist of objects which
have meaning based on her lite.
Another interesting part of her exhibit is a
three-dimensional collection of pictures from
all aspects of her life. There are woven braids,
canes representing those she used after her
acciden~, images from her time in the Navy,

and pictures of sheep from her youth.
Her art is many things - real, thoughtprovoking, and sometimes humorous. But it
is always from her heart.
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Image vs. talent: the fight for fans
by Betsy Cahill
MUSIC CRITIC

Image is everything.
Especially in the mainstream of
the music industry, records sell on
the basis of a musician's
appearance.
If this weren't true, there would
be no need for M1V or magazines
like Spin o,r Rolling, ftone. Major
label record companies ~gure who
the music comes from is just as

i!J1portant as what it sounds like 10
consumers.

'Thi is nothing new. Elvis
Presley 's hit songs were mOstlf
covers of artists who didn't have a

marketable image like his.
Carl Perkins, who ·wrote "Blue
Suede Shoes," didn' t have the

confidence, stage presence and
good looks of Elvis. Perkins
entertained some chart success with
the song, but it was Elvis who·made
the song a hit.
Elvis also covered songs by
African-American artists unable to
bre'ak inro mainstream stardom
because of the mood surrounding
race relations in the 1950s. Elvis'
"Hound Dog" was first written and
performed · by · Big Mamma
Thornton, an early R&B singer.
For many artists who wish leave
their unknown status behind for the
"big
time,"1 some
image
reconstruction is in order.
Minnesota natives and local
· favorites, Semisonic, are no
su-angers to this phenomena. Since
the release of their first EP, their

They have their own version of ,.
appearance has changed Incredibly.
Both guitarist Dan Wilson and that '.'British" look that seems to be
bassist Jolin Munson grew their hair · so· trendy today. It seems eiief)'one
out and got blonde hilights, while has the fab-four hair'cut, a sweater- ·
drummer Jacob Slichter bleach.ed vest a.pd a membership to the
his hair nearly white.
"heroin weightloss plan."
Evan and Jaron are competent
I recently saw the group on
MTV's " 120 Minutes" and had musicians and they are likely to find
never seen them wearing such some chart Succes~ soon. I find their
music lacking enthusiasm and
trendy fashions.
My goal as a music critic has originality. But, they ha,ve stunning _
been to bring .the readers musicians ·good looks that will surely bring
who I feel place their emphasis on them some fame. ·
their music and have the talent to
One thing the record company
back it up.
won' t tell the public about Evan and
Evan- and Jaron Lowenstein Jaron is they are very serious about
aren't so lucky. They are twin their Jewish faith. They observe the
brothers who recently teleased their Sabbath and won't work from
major label debut, We've Never su ndown Friday to sundown
Heard· of You Either, on Island Saturday. This means no shows,
interviews and no meetings. In
Records.

Three ways
to.beat
the high cost
of college.
1. The Montgomery

Cil Bill
t. Student loan
repayment
3. Part-time
income

The Anny Reserve Alternate Training Program is a smart way to pay
for college.
First, if you qualify, the Montgomery GI Bill can provide you with
over $7,000 for current college expenses or approved vo/tech training.
Second, if you have-or obtain-a qualified student loan not in
default, you may get it paid off at the rate of 15%per year or $1,500, whichever is greater, up to a maximum of $10,000. Selected rriilitary skills can
double that maximum.
Third, you can earn part-time money in college, and here's how it
works: One summer you take Basic Training, and the next summer you
receive skill training at an Anny school. You'll earn overSl,600 for Basic
and even more for skill training. Then you'll attend monthly meetings at an
Anny Reserve unit near your college, usually one weekend a month plus
twoweeksayear. You'llbepaidover$107aweekendtostart. It's worth.
thinking about. Give us a call:

2§2-2212 in St. Cloud or visit us on the Web

NEEDED :

1996, this included turning . down
the opening. slot for Oasis because

of Rosi} Hashanah.

For whatever reason, the ·press
forgot to inention this information.
It is all part of the image
reconstru~tipn process. In a perfect
world, records would sell : based
on muSical ability and not on
beliefs, race, good looks or fashion
finesse.
.
I believe it was The Buggies
who first coined thl? phrase th.at !)as
become all-too-real today_with tt"!eir
song "Video Killed the Radio Star."
I'm noeipert, but it seems to me
that by continuing with this imageimportance trend, music listeners
are only making it harder
for talented, young bands 10 be
heard,

C O
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"St. Cloud Technical College is Totallyrnncemed

Necessary

Skills:

with providing hands-on experience necessary to obtain a

ceai'job!" "lnstrnctocs ace Committed

to

•Knowledge of

ptovid,

AP ( Chronicle
ing the best education possible for you!" "To obtain a

style)

good salary, a license or certification is invaluable." ''The

•Good English

. ·newest and best available

Technology

.,,, , aAd grammati . .

being taught

cal skills
•Dedicated

at St. C loud Technical College is required for success in

and

the workplace ." - A St11de11t :\· Viell'

punctual
If you fit this
description, call
Ryan Voz at 2552449
or stop by Stewart
Ha/113
to apply.

S't CLOUD TECHNICAL

COLLEGE
<;olden Oppottunities
l

9

4

8

•

l

9

9

8

BE ALL YOU CAN 11:

ARMY
RESERVE
www.goarmy.com

(320) 654•5089, 1-800-222·1009 or (V/ TTYl 654-5988
l"i.JO ;,,:orthway Dril'e • St.Cloud. MN 'i<\WJ-11•10
AOA -FacililyAffim,.u.,,~ -(1.l'IIIOpporl.rwlyEdlalOfarodEmployer

Available 98-99 School Year
4 BDRM APTS
Quiet, Convenient locations

Universit'1 Square H
Starting at $175
✓ Off Street Parking

✓ Laundry_

✓ Controlled Access

✓ Air Conditioning

✓

Dishwasher

✓

✓ Microwaves

✓

✓ Ind. Locked Bdrrns

Mini Blinds
Heat/Water Paid
✓ On Site Caretaker

Call~Todnl

253-1100
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The University Chronicle will soon be hiring
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_the 1998-99 staff. Positions include:
;

• Diversions
Editor

• Managing Editor
• Assistant Managing Editor

•Opinions
Editor
•Career
and Money
Editor
• Advertising

Manager

Risky Prints
Bab~, I'm almost free
Take a chance on me.
Last chance ever for our really. really
cheap film develcping on-campus. Go in the
front dmr cf Headley Hall. go down the
stairs. rmm 111, there you will pay only

S2 for 24 ex. color developing & prints!!! ·
S3 for 36 ex.
Hey, that's cheap.

11-1 pm Monday thru Friday
])._-.,11Jc-...

!iiL

]<.,
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,AN ARMY SCHOLARSHIP COULD
HELP YOU THROUGH MEDICAL SCHOOL .
The U.S. Army H ealth Professions
Scholarship Program offers a unique
opportunity for financial support to
medical or osteopath y students.
Financial support includes a monthly
stipened plus tuition, books, and other
course related expenses.
For information concerning eligibility,
pay, ,service obligation and application
procedure, contact your local Army
" ' = ~ - - - - - Health Care Recruiter:

(612) 378-7849
ARMY MEDICINE.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
www.goarmy.com

JJl(

•Sports
Editor
•Photo
Editor
•News
Editor
, For more information call 255-4086
or stop by Stewart
Hall 13.

UNlVERSJTl.
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Housing
EFFICIENCIES
1·4 bdrm. eff. apts. Call 259-4841.
· Plug-ins $20/$35 garages.
2-BDRM. $205/mo.
Forestview apts. S.E. , loc~tion
Campus Clipper bus line. On-site
laundry. Heat, water, garbage &
parkin9'!'lug-in included. 654-?300.

ti~~~

availab/; ~02
At:~nts in
quiet building. 12-month lease only:
Call 240-9483.

FORESTVIEW
large 1 & 2-bdrm. apts. Free

reserved parking with plug-ins.
Quiet, walk-in closets. On bus line.
Heat and water pd., $360-$430/mo.
251-6969.
· 2-BDRM.
in four-plex by Halenbeck Hall.
Summerflall. Call 251-8941.
MALE TO SHARE 2-BDRM. UNIT
on S.E. side. On bus line. Heat pd.,
$220/mo. Northern Mgmt. 2516969.
OLYMPIC II
3 to 4-bdnns. Near hockey center. 4bdrm. split units with two full baths.
OW, micro., security, garages and
ports. Heat paid. 253-t t 54.
EFFICIENCIES AND 1-BDRM.
APTS.
close to downtown and $CSU, heat
pd .. Riverside Prop. 251-828<1, 2519418.
SHARED RENTAL AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY
4-bdrm . toWnhomes,

individual

leases, $200-$235/mo. each. Call
252·2633.

1-AND 2·BDRM. APTS.
close to SCSU. Heat pd., on bus
line. Riverside Properties. 2518284, or 251-9418.
COLLEGEVIEW APTS.
4-bdmi. units across from campus.
Clean quality living, DW. NC, heat
pd. Contact Equity ln:vestments, Jeff
420-1290, or 251-8284.
M &MAPTS.
now renting for '98-'99 school year.
4-bdrm. apts., all"freshly updated.
259-9434.
HOUSES/ APT. HOUSES
5-bdrm. for 5-6 people. 8-bdrm. for
9-1 1 people. 9-bdrm. lor 9-10
people. Great SCSU lqcations, Dan
251·1925.
STATEVIEW
4-bdrm. units on campus. Two
showers, DW, micro., security. Heat
paid. 253-1154.
MALE WANTED
to share 4-bclrm. apt. near campus.
Non-smoker. 259-9434.
ROOMS FOR WOMEN
close to campus. Utilities pd.

Available immediately. Reasonable
rent. Short-term leases. Telephone
252-61 (:i3, leave a message.
SINGLE ROOMS AVAIL
AUGUST1
5 locations. $180-$245, male and
female avail. Dan 251-1925.

C13SSifiei1s
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NEED A FURNISHED APT.? ,
tired of roommates? Call us today!
253·11 54.

Policies:

1 STOP SHOPPING
WE HAVE ITI 1- and 2·bdrm. apts.
with various floor plans and
amenities. Choose your size . and
style. Basic ulil. pd._Northern Mgmt.
654-8300.

• Deadline: Monday at noon for Thursday's edition and noon Friday fot Monday's
edition.
•Prices: Five (5) words per line: $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines: $2.
•Classifieds will not be accepted via phone unless an.account has been

VIEW ALL OF OUR LOCATIONS
on the web, scsuhousing.com.
Campus Management.

\~f

· established with the University Chronicle.
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are inside the
doqr. Notices are free and f'Un according to the amount of space.
For more information, call Brenda Herubin,. classifieds manager, available at 255-

1f~Jrm. apts. · · 3943 or 255-2164, during business hours and ask for classifieds.
quiet,' sp:~~u1;
in 8-plex. Free private reserved
parking. Laundry, heat pd., $360IT'S NOT TOO LATE!
AMENmES PLUS
2-BDRM. APTS.
$430. 251-6969.
call tcday to see an apt.eff, 3
UNIVERSITY NORTH
very nice, newly remodeled, $275
&4
bdrm.
avail.
253-1154
or
2,
3
and
4-bdrm., decks, heat pd.,
- $295/mo. ea. 1-yr. lease. t blk. to
VISIT US ON THE WEB!
www.rent.f)eVads/select
DW, NC, t .5 baths, Riverside Prop.
Select Prop www.rent.net/ads/select ~~~~~.
251-8284, 251 -9418.
2~ 1g27ls7-3291,
AVAIL. LG. SINGLE ROOMS
4-BDRM. APTS.
2- AND 3-BDRM. APTS.
also 1- and 2-bdrm. apts. On ~us
2 locations, t & 2 baths, heat pd.,
line. Riverside Properties, 251- for women. Heat, elec. pd. Parking,
3-BDRM. APTS.
newer carpeting, parking. Excel
laundry. Close, quiet. 253-0451.
very nice, $245 each, 1-yr. lease, 1 8284, or 251·9418.
Mgmt. 251-6005.
blk. to campus. Call Greg, 267UNIVERSITY APTS.
WEST CAMPUS
3291, 251-4160, N/A255-1274.
FEMALE SUMMER SUBLEASER
4-bdrrn. and single rooms avail. 2 large bdrms. close to SCSU and
.
WANTED
ROOMMATES WANTED
Near Halenbeck, heat included. downtown, heat pd., OW. Riverside
$240/mo., parking and util. included. to share 4-bdrm. house. Call Sandy Individual leases. $175/mo. 654- 251-8284, 251·9418.
Large bdrm. in furnished home 240-9594.
8300.
located on 5th Ave. Fun roommates!
FEMALE TO SHARE 4-BDRM.
Call Erin 203· t 459.
1-BDRM. APT. AVAIL. 611
PRIVATE ROOMS IN 4-BDRM.
APT.
quiet, upper duplex near Lake
heat pd., parking, laundry, OW,
APTS.
RAVINE APTS.
George. Cable, heat, water, parking heat pd., DW, micro., A/C, intercom intercom entry. Excel Mgmt. 251Fall 1998. 253-7116.
included. No smoking. Reference. entry, parking. E.P.M. 251-6005.
6005.
$350/mo. 255-5323.
CAMPUS EAST
BENTONWOOD APTS.
3-BDRM. APT.
large 4-bdrms. with 2 lull baths.
4-BDRM. APTS.
2-bdrm. apts. near Hwy. 10 and 23. 380 5th Ave. S. 3 people $825/mo. 4
Extra storage. OW, garages, various floor plans. Call 259-9283
Avail. 6/1 or 8/1. 12-mo. leases people $900/mo. Quality living, Dan
security. Heat pd. 253-t t ~~$380-$400...·10-mo. leasEis ·$440· • 251-1925.
• "')i;i.
~·
"1-•-~:s;,
MICHIGAN PLACE.
$460. Heat pd., on bus lifle, micro.
AFFORDABLE
1-bdrm. spacious, French balconies. incl. Dan 251-1925.
ACROSS FROM CAMPUS
'
4-bdrm. apts., Westview, close to 1 bath. Quiet S.E. location. On bus
4-bdrm. apt. DW, NC. 241).0679, or
new SCSU library, heat pd .• NC, line. Heat pd.. NC, $405/mo.
250-0679.
BEACHWOOD APTS.
ow. 251-8284, 251-9418.
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
avail. 6/1 or 8/1. 1-bdrm. apts. near
Coboms. 12-mo. leases $320-$350. CAMPUS QUARTERS HAS 1 & 2
ATTRACTIVE 4-BDRM. APTS.
SINGLE ROOM MALE/FEMALE
OPENINGS
to-mo. lease $360-$390. Dan 251heat pd., parking, laundry, NC, $190/mo. Avail. immediately. 1 blk. 1925.
in 4-bdrm. apts. for lall. Includes
SCSU close. Hurry lew lell. Excel, to campus, nice! Call 267-3291, or
heat, OW, micro., NC, blinds. 575
251·4160.
7th St. S. 252·9226.
251-6005.
UNIVERSITY PLACE
4·bdrm. apt., heat pd., OW, micro.,
FEMALE TO SHARE 4-BDRM.
HALENBECK APTS.
8-BDRM. HOUSE
NC, parking and carports, laundry.
APT.
now renting for summer and fall. EPM 251-6005.
avail. Aug.1. 2 kitchens, 3
on 5th Ave. Non-smoking. Starting Two lull bathrooms, 4-bdrm. apts.
bathrooms, washer/dryer, .free
June or August. 259-9434.
259-9434.
FEMALE HOUSING
parking. $215/person. Must have 8
4-bdrm. house. Everything included. people. Call Apartment Finders,
WESTCHESTER PARK APT.
METROVIEW APTS.
Col!/, quiet, clean. 13th Ave. S.E. t 259-4040.
1-bdrm. $405. 1-bdrm. widen or 2- 2- and 3-bdrm., close to SCSU,
IVY APTS.
bdrm. sm. $425. 2-bdrm. reg .. $445. decl<s, OW, heat pd., NC, security ~lli~2or t at $260. Call Megan p
2-bdrm. lg. or X-lg.. $460. Pool, garages, micro., Riverside Prop.
4-bdrm. apts., OW, micro., security
ceiling fan, OW, on bus line, quiet 251-8284, 251-9418.
and basic cable included. Heat pd.
4-BDRM. APT.
bldgs. Call 251-3617.
2-car garage, with opener, heat, 259-9673.
1-BDRM. APT.
laundry, central air & city util.
4-BDRM. APTS.
starting June. 1 blk. lrom campus. included. $200/mo. each. Avail.
SMALL 1-BDRM. HOUSE
$195/10-mo. lease, $175/12-mo. $450/mo. util. parking included. 259· Sept. 1st. 259·5671.
$450/mo., 12-mo. lease starting
lease. Heat and basic cable 9434.
June t. Util., parking pd. 253·6606.
included. 259-9673.
SUMMER RATE
$150 ROOM SHARED HOUSE;
female housing in 4-bdrm. home by
CONVENIENT HOUSES
M & M SUITES
laundry, yard, parking, shared util. Lake George, $200. Eveiy1hing close to SCSU and downtown,
1 room efficiencies avail. summer Close, mo. to mo. possible, reduced included. Call Megan. 654-6742.
locked bdrms., heat pd., spacious.
and fall. NC. util., cable TV included. rent for home care responsibilities.
RiyersKle Property 251-8284, 251259-9434.
251-6656. avail. 611.
9418.
HOUSE FOR WOMEN
5 openings. 1 blk. from campus on
4-BDRM. HOUSE
LARGE SINGLE ROOM
6th. Heat, micro., TV, 1elephone in
TOWNHOUSES SPLIT LEVEL
has rooms for rent. Summer months with private bathroom and A/C for each bdnn. 240-0679, 250-0679.
4-bdrm., many locations. 2-bdrm. 1
and/or next fall. Near SCSU the older student. Util. included.
block from campus. 253-1154,
campus. $200/mo. plus util. For 706 6th Ave. S. 252-9226.
SINGLE ROOMS FOR MALE
Select Properties.
more inlo. call Dawn at (320) 285STUDENTS
.
4875.
, , LARGE ~FFICENCY
UNIVERSITY PROPERTY
summer rates $99/mo. an util. pd.
S.E. location walking distance. Avail. except phone. Also renting for fall
MANAGEMENT
SINGLE ROOM
Fall, $275 plus electric. No smoking, and winter. Call Dave after 5 p.m., has 4-bdrm. apts. and 1 house for 5
male, female, summer or fall. 1 blk. no parties. 253-3679.
women. Avail. all w~hin 1 blk. from
251-5246.
to campus, on 5th Ave.
campus. 240-0679, 251).0679.
Very nice, 267-3291 or 255-1274.
MALE TO SHARE 4-BDRM. APT.
NOW RENTING
heat pd., close to SCSU, parking, lor the 1998·99 school year. 2513- & 4-BDRM. APTS.
4-BDRM. HOUSE FOR RENT
laundry, DW. Excel Mgmt. 251· 1814 or scsuhousing.com. Campus 9 locations to choose from. Decks,
near campus, 2 baths, large kitchen. 6005.
garages, 2 full baths, free parking
Management.
$750/mo. plus util. Avail. June 1st.
and much more. 253-1154, Select
Cal Mike at 259-4023 or 654-t 677.
Properties.

~!
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APTS. ARE GOING FAST
call today or see us on the web,
scsuhousing.com.
Campus
Managemenl, 251-1814.

$$500/MO.$$
2-BDRM. DUPLEX CLOSE TO
CAMPUS
basement, off-street parking. 6548300 or 255-9262.
UNIVERSITY SQUARE II
4-bdnm. apls. avail. now. OW, NC,
micros., on-site laundry. Security
building. $189-$210/mo., plus
parking. Call SM & M 253-1100.
APTS., ROOMS AND
• EFFICIENCIES
many styles and locations. One call
renls it all! 259-1154, Sek!ct Prop.
CAMPUS SQUARE APTS.
on 5th Ave. across from SCSU. 4bdrm. apts. TV, telephone in each
bdrm., security, OW, micro., heat.
240--0679, 250-0679.
1- BDRM. APT.
subleaser needed $370/month, 9mo. lease. 1 mile from campus, on
bus line, on-site laundry. Heat,
water, garbage, parking included.
Call 654-1854.
WE HAVE OVER 30 LOCATIONS
to choose from with 30+ years of
experience. 251-1814. Campus
Management.
WINDSOR WEST
_
4-bdrm. units and bi-levels. Two full,
baths. OW, micros., security. Heat
paid. 253-1154.
SUBLET SPECIALS
large 4-bdrm untts one block from
~~~ro~~~:rCtJ~.~;at~.1;~·-1~~·

1985 KAWASAKI GPZ
550 motorcycle 15,000M. Great
condttion. Car1 253-3335, evenings.

65 GALLON AQUARIUM
includes stand, filter, gravel,
decorations and cleaning kit.
College graduate leaving are~
June 1, must sell $300 or best
offer call 202-1630, please
leave message.

Personals

FUNI FUN! FUN!.
summer work avail. $475/wk. to
start. No experience necessary.,
due to company training. Could lead
to part-time work during school year
or career op~ortunities after
graduation. Call251-0407.
PAID REAL ESTATE WORK
STUDY
12-15 hrlwk. Evenings & weekends
req. Croat-Kerfeld Home:S Att.
Kirsten 1219 33rd St. s. St. Cloud,
MN 56301

Employment

KARRINGTON COTTAGE OF
BUFFALO
Work in a home-like setting. Great
interaction
with
residents.
Opportunity
for
Career
advancement. Now hiring for 3 new
exciting lull-time positions
"Shift Supervision Float • 10p.m. to
6a.m. - to oversee staff, empower,
·train, evaluate performance. Need
high energy, motivated individual.
Management experiece is a plus
resume is required.
'Staff Afloa1 - 6 a.m. - 2 p.m.
'Staff Afloat - 4p.m. - 10 pm.
PT, 3 day/wk. including every other
weekend.
These positions require strong
organizational skills, a selfmotivated individual with the ability
to initiate tasks as needed.
We offer:
*In-house paid training
'401k
*Profit stiaring
*Sick, vacation, personal day
*Medical, Dental, Life package avail.

RICE RECREATION
is looking for summer T-ball through
little league coaches. For , more
information. Please call 393-3201.

at $10/hr.
morning, evening hrs. avail. ·
Requirements:
'Must have high school diploma or

"AMERICAN DREAM"
lose weight, feel great, make $$$. I
lost 32 lbs. and make over $5CX)/mo.
You can too! 1-888-373-7384.
JESUS AND SATAN ARE
.
PRETEND
The bible! advocates and ·
commands child abuse. Stooe a
rebellious son to death (Deut. 21:
18-21). Also see (Prov. 23: 1314)(Prov. 22:15)(Prov 20:30)
(Prov.13:24)(Prov.29:15)(Prov.26:3)
(Exod.
20:5)(Lev:
26:22)(Hos.13:16)(Isa. 13: 16-18).
Is child abuse a perfect, moral family
example, or an imperfect, immoral
family example? Anyone who is
Christian is a terrorized person,
especially clergy. Those who
threaten others with infinite torture
ace terrorists (e.g. clergy). Question
religioo. Atheism is true.

~~:~ ~~i:~~~~~~

' .
WANTE~:
.
?~:~~~n~letolift50lbs.
Mu~1c!ans to play in alternative •Must have valid MN driver's ticecse
,..,.;,; .<:;D.Qstiari...J~k Jm!!.9. 19x_glJMrfb, ~ ~tMust successfully complete a
Ke.yb.o.fildIst, di:ummer, guItanst, background study
J.
brass and le_ad singer needed. 654- *Must be at least 18 yrs. of age
0248.
Please contact Carolyn at 612-682GREAT MUSIC, GREAT STORYI
9367 or Pam at 612-682-9366 to se1
FREE INTERACTIVE
POSmON OPENINGS
up an interview. EOE
MULTIMEDIA CS-ROM
two upper elementary teachers.
"A FATHER & TWO SONS". A story Long-term substttute posttions for
SUMMER WORK
of love & forgiveness. Order on the '9~·'99 School year. Salary, as per
$12.25 TO START
web at: www.loveofchrist.org
salary schedule. App~ to: Dennis
Fogelson, Superintendent I.S.D. no experience necessary. FT/ PT.
AITTNTION:
#306 Route 2, Box 1 Laporte, MN
Jewish Student Assoc. next meeting 56461. Please include letter of Flexible hrs. Scholarships avail.
(320) 203-1300.
Tuesday 515198. 6p.m. Meet at "The application and credentials.
Couches" in Atwood. Call Jill 255EGG DONORS NEEDED!!!
3634 or Rona 654-5224 for info. see
SECURITY GUARDS NEEDED
desperately wanted by infertile,
you there!
for apt. bids., evenings work. Also hopeful parents. All races needed.
cleaning persons. Call Riverside Ages 21-30. Compensation $3,500.
STEARNS COUNTY PUBLIC
Property 251-8284.
Please call OPTIONS (800) 886HEALTH
9373.
will be sponsoring it's monthly
$1,000s POSSIBLE TYPING
immunization clinics· in conjunction part time. At home. Toll Free 1-800'HEY, ARE YOU GOING TO
with WIC Clinics• in the St. Cloud 218-9000 Ext. T- 3883 for listings.
SUMMER SCHOOL AND NEED A
area at the locations and times
WEEKEND JOB?' .
indicated. The vaccine is provided
UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
Friendship Ventures is hiring camp
by the Minnesota Department of
ST.CLOUD
staff
to
work Friday 5:30 p.m. Health for use in public clinics.
PT SUMMER POSmONS
Sunday ·5:30 p.m. Camps are
There is a $6 per immunization
$8.50/HR.
located near Annandale, just 25 min.
donation requested and Medical
Assistance and Minnesota Care can United Parcel Service is looking for S.E. of St. Cloud and Eden Prairie.
be billed for those who are eligible. loaders and unloaders for the Work 2 • 12 weekends this summer,
and could continue next school
Appointments are not required but summer season.
yearl Work wtth adults & kids with
are requested. To schedule .an -18 yrs. or older, lift 70lbs.
dlsabiltties. Will train. All majors can
appointment, please call Steams -5p.m. - 8:30p.m. (appx times)·
apply, both guys and women
County Publ~· Health at 656-6155 -M·F, (Sorry- no spl! shifts)
welcome! 1-800-450-8376 EOE
or, if long distance, 1-8D0-450-5893. -No weekends
friendl@spacestar.com
-Good workout, fast pace
For and interview please call the
$1,000 WEEKLY!!
For Sale
St.Cloud Job Seonce at 320-255- stuff envelopes at home lqr $2.00
·eadl plus bonuses. FT, PT. Make
--1-9-87-oo=oo=E~S~H~Aoo=w~- . 3266 ' EOE .
$800+ weekly, guaranteed! Free
low miles, SOM. Runs great, Cd
GROWING ANANCE COMPANY
supplies. For details, send one
stereo, $12,000. Shane at 253- seeking intelligent career-oriented stamp to: N - 126 12021 Wilshire
7848, evenings.
people for FT and PT positions in Blvd., Suite 552, Los Angeles, Ca
account services. Flexible hrs., 90025.
1996 KAWASAKI NINJA
close to campus, student's dream
on~ 600M. $2,800 or b/o. Call Scott job. Apply at Preferred Credit Inc.
LIVE4N ATTENDANT
529-8280, leave message.
Noiwest Center 400 1st St. S. Suite light house-keeping and cooking.
285A2nd Floor St.Cloud. 255-9784. Call Chad at 656-9233. ,
MUST SEE!!
,.·1985 Trans Am, well taken care of,
i mint condition. Asking $5,000 or
I B/0. Call 685-3917, ask for Scott.

HUll3¥
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SPRING BREAK '98
free food and drinks! Cancun,
Bahamas, Jamaica and Florida from
$399 and up. Organize a small
group & travel FREE! Highest
commissions & klwest.prices! Call
Surf & Sun Tours to become a
campus rep. 1-800-574-7577.

$1,000 POSSIBLE
reading books. Part time. At home.
Toll free ,- 1-800-2-18-9000 ext. R3883 for listings.
$1,SOOWEEKLY
potential mailing our circulars. Free
infonmation. Call (410) 783-8275.
TEACH HOCKEY/ 50 SUMMER
JOBS:
private children's cafll)s, NY, PA,
New England. 6/20 - 8/20. Call
Arlene Streisand, 1-BOQ-443-6428
TRAVEL EUROPE & WORK
teach basic conversational English ·.
in Prague, Budapest ·& Krakow.
Competitive wages+ benefits. ·Ask
us how! (517) 336-0629 ext.
K56811.
SUMMER CAMP STAFF
enjoy working and p~ying outdoors
with children. Swimming, campfires,
kayaks, climbing wall and water
trampoline. Co-ed youth camp
located 30 minutes· S.W. of
Minneapolis seeks 40 men _and
women. · Certified lifeguards,
program Counselors, envir. ed.
assistants, and arts and crafts
instructor.
10-12
wks. · of
employment start June 13. Must be
18 or older. Training provided.
Salary plus room and board.
Preference given to college
students internships welcome. Call
for app. or interview, 612-474-8085.
ARE YOU GOING HOME FOR
THE SUMMER AND WANT A JOB
IN PLACE FOR NEXT FALL?
consider becoming P/f school bus
driver. No experience needed, we
train. Hrs.: 6:45 a.m. - 8:30 a.m.
AND 2 p.m. - 4:15 p.m. $8.50 $10.50/hr. Call Spanier Bus 2513313. We are hiring all summer.
_
NANNIES!
live-in positions with Prescreened
Nationwide Professional Families.
Top salaries. Benefits. 1-yr.
commitment! Nannies Elite. Call
Sandy. 1-800-726-3965.
HELP WANTED
men/women earn $375 weekly
processingassembling Medical 1.0.
cards at home. Immediate
openings, your local area. No
experience necessary, will train. Call
Medicard 1-541-386-5290 Ext.
118M.
LOOKING FOR SOMETHING TO
DOTHISSUMMER?WANTTO
BE CLOS'i-.i~ ~riJ~t~UD OR IN
Friendship Ventures is hiring college
students. We will provide the
training if you provide the positive
attttude and energy! Earn a salary
plus free room & board! Many
positions avail. at Camp Friendship
and Eden Wood serving children &
adults
with
developmental
disabilities. Inquiries Welcome! EOE
1-800-450-8376.
1friendl@spacestar.com
CRUISE SHIP & LAND-TOUR
.
JOBS
excellent benefits. World Travel. Ask
us how! 517-324-3090 ext. C56813.
ELK YOUTH CAMP
near Brainerd needs cabin
counselor, water-front people, craft
sp'ecialist,
naturalist, fishing
specialist, music leader, nurse.
June 10toAug. 10. Good pay, EOE.
507-373-6002.
EARN UP TO $2,000
part time in just 4-8 wks. Memolink
needs 1 highly motivated individual
to direct its summer sales/marketing
project at St. Cloud. Contact Pete at
888-509-6313.

SUMMER JOBS/ 50 CAMPS/YOU
CHOOSEI!
NY, PA, New .England. Instructors
needed: T~nnis, roller-hockey.
basketball,
s, baseball,
gymnastics,
etc. Arlene
Slreisand, 128. -

Attention
SEIZED CARS
from $175. Porsthes, Cadillacs,
Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WDs. Your area. Toll free 1·
800-218-9000 Ext. A-3883 for
current listings.
·
GOV'T FORECLOSED HOMES
from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
repo's, your area. Toll free 1-800218-9000. Ext. H-3883 for current
listings.
EUROPE· SUMMER '98
$209 (each way plus taxes).
Garibbean/ Mexico $229 rn. Call 1800-326-2009.
. .
http: /iwww.aimttch.org
WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
for help and hope call SL Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24-.hr.
Hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.
Germain, Suite 205, St. Cloud.
RESUME SERVICE
student packages. 240-2355.
TOM'S BARBERSHOP
two barbers, all cuts, walk-ins. 251 7270. 9 Wilson S.E. Special on
Wed.
for
ROTC,
Guard
Headquarters and all o1her
students, $5. All other weekdays,
$6.

PERSONAL ALARM
helps protect friends, family or
yourself wtth an ear-splitting wail
activated by switch or puU-pin. Uses
9-volt battery (nol included). Choose
red or gray. $18.95 each, or take
advantage of our roommates
special: two or more alarms only
$14.95 each. Check or money order
10 Robert J. Roo
5,1
N.E.
f)Mpls., MN 55434
In MN add 6·5% sales tax..
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Summer Jobs In

The Twin
Cities ,
. j

,.

~

Find and apply for summer jobs
without leaving campus ...

.,.,,,,,...

JOBHall'IER

www.pioneerplanet.com/jobhunter
• IT'S FREE • IT'S EASY

Friday, May 8

• APPLY DIRECTLY TO JOBS ONLINE
• ALL TYPES OF JOBS AVAILABLE

Rid

No internet access? Pick up the Sunday
edition of the Pioneer Press for listings!

Come Early for a PRE-PARTY with the Band!

Questions? Cal/ 1-800-950-9080 x2109

.

INSTANT CREDIT

-:·

.
~
Guaranteed Cr~dit Cards with Credit Limits
1 Ja
~
Up To $10,000 Within Days!
· 1 Yearr
No CREDIT, No JOB, No PARENT-SIGNER, No SECURITY DEPOSIT!

no credit • bad credit • no inconie?

~tl~Pa~l•!~~,
Two Of the Most Widely Used
Credit Cards In The World Today!

--

r.-----------------------------------------~
I
·

ORDER FORM

YES!

I want, GUARANTEED APPROVAL .Credit Cards immediately.
GACC, PO BOX 16662, ATLANTA, GA 30321

Name ........ - - • · · · · · .. ··;·.. ···················· ..............;............... ~ ................... _ _ ........................................................................................................

Address. - - - - - - - - - - -·················--··············""·······························································································
City _ _ _ _ __
_ _ _ .. state .......................................... z1v•-·······································
Signature......

.

.,.....---=li=-u-,-n-ed Down?

···················=-=--•

~------------------------------------------

